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THE POST KYOTO AGENDA:
THE ENERGY FRONTIERS
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Despite this situation and the warnings from the wo r l d ’s leading climate scientists, t h e
oil industry is embarking on a taxpaye r- s u p p o rted global expansion into the far
reaches of  the planet: f rom the ice-bound seas of the A rc t i c, the deep waters of the
n o rth-east A t l a n t i c, West Africa and Russia, to Latin America and the tropical waters
of northern A u s t r a l i a .

In choosing to expand our 1997 campaign challenge to halt new oil exploration and
development,Greenpeace seeks to draw a line around the current reserve of fossil fuels
and campaign against its further expansion: resources which the world can never use if
it is serious about climate protection.

This briefing gives a short factual overview of the oil frontiers, and an outline of the oil
companies’ response to climate change. It outlines  Greenpeace’s rationale for targeting
new oil frontiers and highlights the contradictions between the oil industry’s rhetoric on
climate change and action in continuing to expand its exploration for fossil fuels.

In 1998,an estimated $94 billion will be spent worldwide on oil and gas exploration and
production, an increase of 11% from $85 billion in 1997. This represents the second
highest growth in spending in the last decade and the third consecutive year of double
digit growth. It also undermines efforts by the 160 national governments which agreed
to the legally binding Kyoto protocol,in Japan last December, to cut greenhouse gases.

Taxpayers, particularly in the United States and Europe, are supporting this expansion of
oil exploration by some of the world’s richest companies such as Shell,Exxon,BP, ARCO
and Chevron.The latest analysis shows that in 1995, the US government, by the most
conservative estimate, provided $5.2 billion in tax breaks and financial assistance to the
oil sector.

In the US, these major oil companies like Exxon and Shell, h ave annual reve nues larger
than the gross domestic product (GNP) of countries like Gre e c e,Venezuela  and New
Z e a l a n d . The US gove r n m e n t , h oweve r, has decreased the tax rate over the last 20
ye a r s , and oil companies have actually paid substantially less – only one half to one third
of that charge.

Burning more than around one quarter of the current economic re s e rve s

of oil, coal and gas, will release sufficient greenhouse gases to create a

serious risk of catastrophic climate change. At the present rate of fossil fuel

u s e, we will consume this amount in 40 years or less.
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While BP and Shell have acknowledged the dangers posed by climate change and the
need for precautionary action, they have failed to reflect this apparent concern in their
investments.The CO2 emissions from burning the fossil fuels that Shell produced in 1995
are higher than the CO2 emissions from the whole of Canada in the same year.

Shell spent around $7.5 billion in 1997 on oil exploration and production.In contrast the
company plans to spend an average of only $100 million over the next five years on
renewables.

BP is aiming for $1 billion in solar product sales by 2010, with an
annual investment of $15 to $20 million a year to achieve this. But
this is dwarfed by the $4 billion it spent on exploration and
production in 1997.

BP and Shell’s statements in favour of renewable energy are a
welcome step forward, however it is clear that the pace of
investment in renewables is far too slow to avoid dangerous
climate change, and is being swamped by investments to expand
their oil base.

Meanwhile much of the rest of the industry remains vehemently
opposed to taking action against climate change and is still intent
on spending millions trying to convince the public there is nothing
to wo rry about. The American Pe t roleum Institute, w h o s e
members include BP, Shell, Exxon and Mobil, was caught in May 1998 planning a two-
year $6 million campaign specifically to undermine public confidence in climate science.

Unless governments act now to stop further exploration to find and exploit more oil and
other fossil fuels, and instead accelerate the transfer of investment into renewable
energy, the world will be committed to new oil, gas and coal developments which the
planet’s climate will not be able to withstand.

6 – THE ENERGY FRONTIERS – G reenpeace bri e fi n g
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“ H ow far is it sensible to explore for and develop new hy d ro c a r b o n

re s e rve s , g i ven that the atmosphere may not be able to cope with the

g reenhouse gases that will emanate from the utilisation of the hy d ro - c a r b o n

re s e rves discove red already?’ Undoubtedly there is a dilemma.”

Heinz Rothermund Managing Director of Shell UK Exploration and Production.(19 May 1997)

CLIMATE AND 
THE CARBON LOGIC
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Protecting ecosystems, food supply and economies from “dangerous” climate change is
the objective of the international climate treaty (UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change) which has been agreed to by over 160 governments.

Greenpeace has tackled the question of what action must be taken to achieve this and
how fast, in a technical analysis using established science and industry statistics1.

The starting point was to look at what rate of change, from temperature warming and
sea level rise, that ecosystems can tolerate. This assessment was based on work done
by a UN Advisory Group on Greenhouse Gases2.The advisory group found that a rise
of temperature faster than a 0.1 degree per decade and leading to an overall rise in
t e m p e r a t u re of only 1.0 degrees above pre-industrial levels “ m ay elicit rap i d ,
unpredictable and non-linear responses that could lead to extensive ecosystem damage.”

It also set a maximum sea
level rise of 20cm (2cm
per decade) as part of its
l ow-risk ap p ro a c h . T h i s
has subsequently been
adopted as a nego -
tiating position by the
Alliance  of Small Island
States (AOSIS), a political
g rouping within the
climate treaty negotiations
of over 30 small island
nations – those who stand
to lose the most from sea
level rise.

1 . G reenpeace International, ‘ Fossil Fuels and Climate Protection – The Carbon Logic’, September 1997.
2 . The World Meteorological Organisation, International Council of Scientific Unions and United Nations Env i ro n m e n t
P rogramme (WMO/ICSU/UNEP) A d v i s o ry Group on Greenhouse Gases (AGGG) set up three working groups in
1988 one of which was to examine targets and indicators of climate change. Their work was published by the
Stockholm Env i ronment Institute in 1990. Cited in ‘ Fossil Fuels and Climate Pro t e c t i o n : The Carbon Logic’,
G reenpeace International, September 1997.
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From these ecological limits, an upper limit of CO2 and other greenhouse gas emissions
to the atmosphere – the “carbon budget” – can be calculated using a measure for the
climate’s sensitivity to rising levels of greenhouse gases. Finally if this ‘carbon budget’ is
compared to current economic reserves of fossil fuels – around 1000 gigatonnes (billion
tonnes) of carbon – it is possible to calculate the amount of fossil fuels which can be
burned before the ecological limits are threatened: only an amount of around 225 giga-
tonnes of carbon, depending on rates of deforestation.

Put simply, this conclusion means it is only possible to burn around a quarter of the
current economic fossil fuel reserves (coal,oil and gas) before the world risks dangerous
ecological damage. To take an even bigger picture this
‘carbon budget’ of 225 gigatonnes is only around 5% of the
total world resources of fossil fuels which could potentially
be exploited – around 4000 gigatonnes of carbon.

M o re over at current rates of energy use this total
remaining ‘budget’ would be used up within 40 years,less if
energy growth continue to rise.

The European Union has set a goal to keep temperature
rise to below two degrees C. Even this  has significant
implications for fossil fuels: around half of the world’s
current fossil fuel reserves must stay in the ground3.
However, this tiny sounding limit runs great risks of
ecological damage as noted by the UN Advisory Group on
Greenhouse Gases. It concluded that a two degree overall warming was “an upper limit
beyond which the risks of grave damage to ecosystems, and of non-linear responses,are
expected to increase rapidly.”4

To take ecologically - d r i ven pre c a u t i o n a ry action will not only re q u i re a limit to be
placed on the burning of fossil fuels. G i ven that fossil fuels curre n t ly supply over 90% of
world energy5, it will take collective will, political action and cap i t a l .C u rre n t ly there are
no signs of even a slowing of the expansion of fossil fuel re s e rves by governments and
the oil industry.

3. Greenpeace International,‘Fossil Fuels and Climate Protection – The Carbon Logic’,September 1997,page 53.
4. ibid 2.
5. International Energy Agency ‘Key World Energy Statistics from the IEA’,circulated by the IEA in December 1997.
Statistics cover 1995.

Ecosystems are at risk as temperatures and conditions change:polar
bear on melting ice flow,Alaska,USA.
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By 2020 up to 5% of world energy could be supplied by
renewable energies such as solar power, according to BP’s
Health Safety and Environmental Report in 19986. Shell
goes further to say that renewables could be supplying
between 5 and 10% of world energy within 25 years and up
to half by 2050,based on their global energy scenarios7.

H oweve r, while Shell acknowledges in general that
constraints on fossil fuel extraction are part of
precautionary action on climate change, it comes to the
conclusion that oil and gas will not be affected: the fuels
that form its core business. Instead it envisages:“All of the
estimated resources of conventional oil and gas could be

consumed without raising atmospheric carbon concentrations above the limits suggested
by even pessimistic observers.The real problem is the very much larger resources of
carbon intensive coal.8” In this context oil and gas are also excused “mainly because
these fuels are highly effective, convenient to use, and easy to transpor t.9”

Shell envisages that using all the conventional reserves of oil and gas would still mean
CO2 levels in the atmosphere would stabilize at “just over twice pre-industrial levels”
(550-600 parts per million) but this is far higher than required in a global ecologically-
driven strategy. It is also higher than the European Union’s goal to keep temperature rise
below 2 degrees C, which would require carbon concentrations in the atmosphere to be
significantly lower than this.10

S h e l l ’s scenarios are not designed to stay within ecologically safe limits, and there fo re
do not  meet their own business goal of taking ‘prudent pre c a u t i o n a ry action’ on
climate change.

In Gre e n p e a c e ’s analy s i s , a l l owing unconstrained development of conventional oil and
gas re s e rves would re q u i re an almost immediate halt to the use of coal wo r l d w i d e,
e s p e c i a l ly if the rate of defo restation – which releases more carbon into the
a t m o s p h e re – is not slowe d .

Despite what Shell says about coal, Shell Coal in Australia is making new inve s t m e n t s
in an A$800 million (around US$ 500 million) joint ve n t u re deal to build ove r
800MW of coal fired power generation, one of the most carbon intensive ways of
p roducing electricity.

6. BP, 1997 Health,Safety and Environment Report,section on Renewable Energy.
7. Shell International,‘Profits and Principles,The Shell Report’, April 1998.
8. Speech by Mark Moody Stuart,Chairman,Shell Transport and Trading, ‘A Force for Progress – the Royal Dutch/Shell
Group in the 21st century’,10 February 1998.
9. Shell briefing on climate change , ‘Climate Change: What Does Shell Think and Do About It?’ March 1998.
10. ibid 1.

THE SHELL ENERGY SCENARIOS  – SELF SERVING?
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F u rt h e r m o re the oil industry, including Shell, is already expanding investment in
re s e a rch and production of non-conventional sources of oil such as tar sands in
C a n a d a1 1 , methane hy d r a t e s1 2 and so on. Burning all the conventional and
u n c o nventional oil and gas re s e rves substantially exceeds even the EU’s 2 degre e
t e m p e r a t u re ceiling13 . Shell has a C$1billion investment in tarsands in Canada14.

Shell’s scenarios are not designed to stay within ecologically safe limits,and therefore do
not meet their own business goal of taking ‘prudent precautionary action’ on climate
change.

To put this in the context of Shell’s own aspirations: Shell’s capital investment in
exploration and production was $7.5 billion in 1997 alone15 . Its 1997 annual report16

states that oil production is projected to grow 5% per year over the next five years with
“substantial longer-term production growth” expected from “large capital expenditures”
over the next five years.Add to this the 1998 investments in coal fired power generation
and tarsands and it is clear that Shell’s ‘scenario’ has not produced any changes in
upstream investment in oil and gas, nor in coal development.

11. 1998 Trade Data Bank “Oilsands Expansion Project”,12 Jan 1998. Syncrude Canada Ltd has announced plans to spend
an additional $2.1 billion on expanding its oil sands operations in Alberta,Canada. Syncrude is a joint venture of 10 oil
companies including  Imperial Oil (Exxon).
12. Oil and Gas Journal,“Exploration:Hydrates contain vast store of world gas resources”,11 May 1998.
13. ibid 1, reference discussion page 54-55.
14. Verbicky E, ‘A growing and viable alternative to conventional oil’ in Petroleum Economist,‘World Energy Yearbook’
1998,January 1998.
15. From figure of 4,444 million pounds capital investment in oil and gas exploration and production,Shell Annual Report
1997,page 34.
16. Shell 1997 Annual Report,“Earnings by Industry Segment,Oil and Gas:Exploration and Production”,page 28.

‘People Are Sweltering,’ Says Gore,
Tying Record Heat to Global Warming
By JobyWarrick
Washington Post Staff Writer
Wednesday, July 15, 1998; PageAO3

Citing new evidence that re c o rd-high temperat u res we re continuing this
ye a r, Vice President Gore cri t i c i zed congressional Rep u blicans ye s t e rd ay fo r
t rying to bl o ck the White House from taking action on global wa rming or
even educating people about the thre at .

1998 Washing Post headline
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In 1992 at the Rio Earth Summit the international Framework Convention on Climate
Change (FCCC) was agreed by the world’s governments. Five years later, governments
met in Kyoto in December 1997,17 to negotiate more action to protect the climate.

The agreement signed at the  top-level climate talks in Kyoto marks the start of a new
process of mandatory cuts in greenhouse gas emissions – rather than the voluntary goals
in the Framework treaty. However despite this move forward, it is also clear that the
small emissions reduction goal,agreed under the ‘Kyoto Protocol’ (see appendix) – a new
part of the FCCC – is far short of what is required to protect the climate, and is unlikely
to stimulate rapid moves away from fossil fuels. Furthermore the Protocol only contains
binding commitments until 2012.

Politically governments have already agreed to go much further in the overall objective
of the FCCC: to “avoid dangerous interference with the climate system” within a
timeframe that will protect food supplies, ecosystems and economies. While they have
yet to formally decide on what “dangerous” means,it is evident from the existing climate
science, that a significant strengthening of government commitments in the Kyoto
Protocol will be essential.

To put this in context: the current Kyoto agreement states it will achieve around a 5%
cut in greenhouse gas emissions from industrialised countries by 2012 over 1990 levels,
European Environment Agency calculations however suggest CO2 emissions from the
industrialised world must be reduced by 35% to 55% by 2010 if ecologically dangerous
climate change is to be avoided18 .

“The human consequences – and the economic costs – of failing to act [on

climate change] are unthinkable. M o re re c o rd floods and dro u g h t s .

Diseases and pests spreading to new are a s . C rop failures and famines.

Melting glaciers, s t ronger storms and rising seas.”  

Al Gore,Vice President of the United States, Ky o t o , D e c . 1 9 9 7

17. Remarks by Vice President Al Gore,The United Nations Committee [sic] on Climate Change, Conference of the
Parties,December 8,1997, Kyoto Japan.
18. ibid 1,cited page 33. The European Environment Agency’s analysis is based on certain assumptions about action to
stop global deforestation and the transfer of clean and renewable technologies.

GOVERNMENTS AND 
THE KYOTO AGREEMENT
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Governments must therefore plan a significant
and long-term response to climate change going
beyond the new Kyoto agreement. They must
anticipate stronger emissions reductions targets,
consistent with the ecological limits defined by
the UN’s climate scientists, and their ow n
statements. This must translate into domestic
policy action to halt the reliance on fossil fuels.

There is a direct contradiction however between
climate protection and the raft of government
policies which promote and protect 30 year
investments in new oil and other fossil fuels.
While many of the projects do not produce
emissions in the short term, licensing exploration and development and paying to
support fossil fuels continues the world’s reliance on climate damaging fuels well into the
future and commits the world to escalating emissions.

This not only undermines the environmental benefits of CO2 reducing policies such as
energy efficiency and efforts to promote a switch towards clean renewable technologies
but political support for fossil fuels also fundamentally undermines ‘market-based
solutions’ – such as carbon taxes or emissions trading – by skewing the market to favour
the dominance of the mature oil companies and other players in the fossil fuel sector.

12 – GOVERNMENTSANDTHE KYOTO A GREEMENT – G reenpeace bri e fi n g

Oil rig flaring at North Sea
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DECLINING TAX PAYMENTS 
BY MAJOR OIL COMPANIES IN THE US

In 1995,the US government paid out between $5.2 billion and
$35.2 billion in subsidies to the oil sector20 . The upper end
of this range ($15.7 to $35.2  billion) includes the defense of

oil supplies in the Persian Gulf.The lower end includes:tax breaks for oil exploration and
production (a third of the subsidies);the stockpile of oil held in the ‘Strategic Petroleum
Reserve’ as security against supply disruptions; supports for oil-related exports and
foreign production and protection and maintenance of coastal shipping routes.

For comparison the entire global solar photovoltaic(PV) market – in sales of solar
products – was $1.1 billion in 1995 21 .

Oil companies have also paid successively lower taxes over the last 20 years.The US
government charged less, and the oil companies paid significantly less than that. The
‘Statutory Marginal Rate’ ie the official tax rate fell by over 10 percentage points from
46.8% in the 1977-1981 period to 34.7% in the 1992-1995 period. However the average
effective Federal US tax rate for oil companies, ie the amount they actually paid,fell from

21.5% in 1977-81 to a mere 8.7% in
1992-9522. In 1995, the actual tax paid
by the oil companies was only one third
of the official tax leve l .
These figures show the extent of US
government support for the oil sector.
As long as these subsidies still exist
t h ey will fundamentally undermine
the success of measures that are
implemented to reduce CO2 emissions.

13 – GOVERNMENTSANDTHE KYOTO A GREEMENT – G reenpeace bri e fi n g

19. The Economist,March 15th-21st,1997,Editorial ‘Too Much Hot Air’ page 19.
20. Koplow, D and Martin,A;‘Federal Subsidies to Oil in the United States’, June 1998. A report commissioned by
Greenpeace USA.
21. Energy Diversification Reserach Laboratory, ‘Overview of World Photovoltaic Industry’,Canada, June 1996.
22. ibid 20,Executive Summary, table ES-2.

US GOVERNMENT OIL SUBSIDIES

A CASE STUDY IN POLICY CONTRADICTION

“ N a t u r a l ly gove r n m e n t s
p re fer to avoid the
political flak which
comes with slashing
s u b s i d i e s . . . . [ h owever] as
soon as firms in the $1
trillion a year fossil fuel
i n d u s t ry believe gove r n -
ments are serious about
g reenhouse emissions,
t h ey will invest furiously
in reducing costs of
a l t e r n a t i ve sources of
e n e r gy.” 
The Economist.19
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In Europe a similar study of energy subsidies between 1990 and 1995 2 3 found that six
countries (Austria, F r a n c e, D e n m a r k ,I re l a n d , the UK and Norway) aw a rded companies
a c t i ve ly exploring and developing oil and gas re s e rves with favourable tax treatment or
l ow roy a l t i e s . In the 17 Western European countries examined, the subsidies to fo s s i l
fuels and nuclear energy we re ten times greater than subsidies to re n ewable energy. 2 4

A CASE TO WATCH: UK OIL TAXATION REVIEW 

During 1998, the UK is conducting a rev i ew of the oil taxation re g i me 2 5 . Oil companies
a re opposing any rise in the tax leve l , despite the fact their contribution to the Tre a s u ry
has dropped from a peak in the mid 1980s of £12 billion (£21 billion in today ’s terms)
to only £4 billion per ye ar 2 6 , with an estimate as low as £2 billion per year from the
u p s t ream industry 2 7 . I n d u s t ry analysts have also pointed out that the UK is ‘among the
most generous’ when it comes to its tax regime for oil and gas in the wo r ld 2 8 . D e s p i t e
this BP, as the biggest UK oil pro d u c e r, has waged an aggre s s i ve lobbying campaign to
block the tax rev i ew with BP’s chief John Browne raising the issue in his 1998 AG M
s p e e ch 2 9 .

He is also quoted saying his company favoured the current North Sea tax regime because
it provided a good incentive to explore areas where oil production is increasingly
difficult.The company has argued that exploration of Frontier areas – such as its Claire
field west of Shetland – is threatened by any change in the tax it pays on its oil profits.
John Browne has also threatened that BP would reconsider development of one of its
fields if the British government increased taxes 30 .

23. Vrije Universitiet,‘Energy Subsidies in Western Europe’,Amsterdam,May 1997.A report commissioned by Greenpeace
International.
24. ibid 23.Close to $15 billion annual average subsidies 1990-1995 for fossil fuels and nuclear energy compared to $1.5
billion for renewables. Fossil fuels (coal,oil and gas) received an average of $10.2 billion per year in that period.
25. UK government Inland Revenue document “Formal Consultation on the North Sea Fiscal Regime”,17 March 1998.
26. Reported in The Observer, UK daily newspaper, 1st March,1998.
27. Professor Peter Odell,‘UK Atlantic Frontier Oil Developments: an initial overview’, December 1996.An analysis
commissioned by Greenpeace UK.
28. Moore and Blacksell,Senior consultants UK Energy Services Ernst & Young ,‘New Labour, new offshore industry?’ in
‘World Energy Yearbook 1998’, Petroleum Economist,1998,page 66.See also Wood Mackenzie, ‘Europe’s Final Frontier’
page 136 for a comparison of fiscal regimes for deepwater development.
29. Remarks by John Browne, BP Group Chief Executive, issued in BP Press release “Address to shareholders at the
Annual General Meeting of the British Petroleum Company,Thursday April 16,1998”.
30. Reuters, February 10,1998.
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POLITICAL INFLUENCE

Money flows both ways,particularly in the United States where the government provides
favourable regimes to assist oil exploration and production and the oil and gas companies
provide substantial donations to the US political process.Between 1991 and 1996,the oil
and gas sector donated $53.4 million to US election candidates and their political parties.
Donations of $20.8 million were made in the 1995/6 period alone, of which 77% went to
the Republicans31 .

Within the US oil and gas sector, donations from eight oil majors plus the Petroleum
Marketing Association, amounted to $12.5 million.

Oil Company Donations to US Political Process 1991-1996

ARCO $ 3,476,246
Chevron $ 2, 621,347
Exxon $ 1,897,765
Amoco $ 1,095,856
Texaco $    918,812
Mobil $    720,500
BP America $    580,779
Shell Oil $    511,200
Petroleum Marketing Assn. $    729,938

TOTAL $12,553,443 32

BP IN ALASKA

BP has focused much of its US lobbying effort on the Alaskan legislature, which has been
dominated by pro oil-development Republicans.BP Exploration (Alaska) reportedly spent
$436,042 on lobbying in 1996 and topped the list of lobbyist salaries and expenses both
in 1996 and 1995 33 .

31. Greenpeace USA,‘Oiling the Machine’, November 1997.Source data was provided by the Centre for Responsive
Politics using US Federal Electoral Commission raw data.
32. ibid 31.
33. D Miller, 2 March 1997,“Lobbyists set spending record in 1996”.Fairbanks Daily News-Miner. Cited in ‘The Reach of
Oil in the Arctic’,Greenpeace USA,August 1997.
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I n d u s t r y analysts estimate $94 billion will be spent on oil and gas e x p l o r a t i o n
and production in 1998 3 5 .This r e p re s e n t s :

£ an 11% increase compared to the 1997 estimate of $85 billion.
£ the second highest growth in spending in the last decade.
£ the  third consecutive year of double digit gro w t h .
£ “significant increases” in spending targeted at oil frontiers outside the US.
£ the greatest increases in spending where the development of new 
t e c h n o l o gy is viewed as having the most significant potential impact on the
economics of finding and developing new r e s e r ve s .

Tr e n d s : 1998 activities are f o recast to result in:

£ a shift in spending to w a r ds more exploration than development for the
fifth consecutive year running. In 1997 there was the str o n g est shift to w a r d
exploration since 1989.
£ m o r e oil drilling versus gas.
£ m o r e offshore drilling versus land – especially in deep waters.

The new ‘frontiers’ of development were previously inaccessible due to a range of
technical, financial,environmental and political barriers.Technological developments that
can plumb deepwater ocean floors in harsh conditions, together with new ways of
sharing the costs and the risks, have opened up many new areas to the oil companies.

Fossil fuel expansion at the frontiers not only adds more reserves of oil and gas to those
already available, but the development of new technologies,financing mechanisms and the
removal of political barriers means the possibility of greatly expanding the reserves base.
For instance the successful development of deep water drilling techniques such as
floating production storage and offloading (FPSO) tankers in the very harsh North East
Atlantic opens up, not just the deep water Atlantic, but many other areas of the deep
oceans.Currently 56 FPSO units are operating with the highest number (12) working in
the UK sector of the North Sea.

THE OIL FRONTIERS

1998 will see record spending by oil companies and continued expansion of the oil industry into new

frontiers. Wild and inhospitable regions of the Arctic, the deepwaters of the Atlantic west of the

Shetland Isles,Scotland,and high up into Norwegian waters,down into West Africa,South America and

further South still to the Falklands Shelf, Australia’s North West Shelf and Timor Sea are the highlights

in what the industry calls the “global exploration momentum”34 .

34. Offshore journal,December 1997,“Global exploration momentum will continue through 1998”.
35. Salomon Smith Barney, ‘Worldwide Oil and Gas Exploration – Industry Report’,January 1998.
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A further 20 FPSOs are under construction, with most destined for Brazil or Norway.
Fast track development, deepwater production and the increasing number of large fields
being discovered offshore are accelerating the expansion of the FPSO fleet. BP’s
‘Shiehallion’ is the world’s largest existing vessel 36 .

In the extreme conditions of the Arctic and sub-Arctic, oil companies are increasingly
trying to find ways to successfully drill offshore and bring the oil onshore using pipelines
laid in permafrost beneath shifting pack ice such as off the north coast of Alaska and the
Russian Far East off Sakhalin island in the Sea of Okhotsk.

T h e re are several key frontier areas around the wo r l d . In 1997 and 1998 Gre e n p e a c e
is focusing on two major are a s : the Atlantic Frontier and in the Alaskan A rc t i c. O t h e r
major frontiers are deep waters off the south west Africa (1) and Brazil (2); t h e
Amazon (3); off the Malvinas/Falkland Islands (4); the Barents Sea/Kara Sea (5) and off
n o rthern Australia (6).

36. Offshore journal,May 1998 ‘Floating Production,World FPSO fleet growing with deepwater, frontier discoveries’ by
Marshall DeLuca,Business Editor.

THE OIL FRONTIERS
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MORE CARBON TO COME:THE NON-CONVENTIONAL 
OIL AND GAS RESOURCES

Massive deposits of ‘non-conventional’ oil and gas are currently coming under increased
interest and research worldwide: these have the potential to lead to an even more
dramatic increase in greenhouse gas emissions.These include the ‘tar sands’ of Canada,
the ‘heavy oils’ of Venezuela; coal bed methane and  the vast resources locked up in gas

hydrates (gas ‘locked up’ within a solid water structure – often on
continental shelves beneath the sea or under permafrost) of the North
Slope of Alaska,the US southeast coast and Siberia, amongst others.

Adding non-conventional economically recoverable reserves of oil and gas
to conventional reserves doubles the amount of carbon that could be
released into the atmosphere. The total conventional and unconventional
recoverable resources of oil and gas, excluding the gas hydrates, contains
five and a half times more carbon than compared to conventional oil and
gas in economic reserves alone 37.

Industry experts say that, with technology and expertise improvement,
large-scale production of these new carbon intensive sources will be
possible. One industry analyst concludes that the development of only 7.5%
of the world’s non-conventional oil resources would enable the oil industry
to triple in size by 2050, assuming demand for oil grows at 2% per year38.
Industry is already gearing up research and commercial development of
these deposits39 .

GREENPEACE: A LINE IN THE ICE

With the world unable to burn more than one quarter of global economic
hydrocarbon reserves it is clear there must be a halt to further exploration.
The obvious place to start is at the frontiers: the search for, and
development of ‘new oil’.These areas demand very significant resources
from industry to develop the technologies and expertise on a product

which we cannot afford to use.The Atlantic Frontier and developments in the Alaskan
Arctic are two such developments.

The development of the Alaskan Arctic and Atlantic Frontier are controlled by
industrialised nations which are signatories to the FCCC (United States, United
Kingdom, Norway and Ireland) and have the responsibility to show leadership in climate
protection and the global shift towards clean energy solutions.

37. based on Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 1995 figures;cited in ‘Fossil Fuels in a Changing Climate:
The Carbon Logic’,Greenpeace International,September 1997,page 12,and page 55.
38. Odell P.R.‘Much more than meets the eye’ in ‘World Energy Yearbook 1998’, Petroleum Economist,1998.Odell cites
40,000 billion barrels of oil (Meyer 1977) as an estimate of the total world oil resources on which he basis his projections
of industry expansion.
39. ibid 11,12.
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40. Petroleum News Alaska, 17 February 1997.Cited in ‘The Reach of Oil in the Arctic’ a report commissioned by
Greenpeace USA, August 1997,page 7.
41. 642 spills totalling over 1.2 million gallons have been reported between 1977-1993 by the operators of the Trans
Alaskan Pipeline, the major land-based pipeline running the North-South length of the State, according to the website of
Alyeska Pipeline Service Co (owned by BP,ARCO and Exxon);www.alyeska_pipe.com 
42. Offshore journal, June 1996,“$1.5 billion development plan set for BP’s Alaska Beaufort Sea field”.

1. THE ALASKAN ARCTIC 

The two companies alone plan to invest over $5 billion40 over the next five years on
new North Slope expansion,exploration and development projects,right to the edge of
the fragile Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. Developments in the area already extend over
800 square miles (over 2000 square km) but now there are moves to extend
development  into the extreme ice-bound region offshore in the Beaufort sea.The harsh
conditions and the difficulties in safely transporting any oil and gas ashore in extreme
pack-ice conditions has,previously rendered the pursuit of new offshore Arctic fields too
expensive and risky.

THE ARCTIC AND 
THE ATLANTIC FRONTIER

BP Exploration (Alaska) along with ARCO (Atlantic Richfield Company) are

leading a rapid expansion of new developments in the north coast of A l a s k a ,

in a vast area known as the North Slope in the Beaufo rt Sea.

5
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NORTHSTAR AND BP

BP is now aiming to move forward with two offshore development projects off Alaska's
North Slope – its ‘Northstar’ and ‘Liberty’ fields.The first of these fields (Northstar) if
developed would feature the first buried subsea oil pipeline – a largely untried and
untested technology buried beneath the frozen sea-bed of the Arctic Ocean. Not only
would this pipeline be subject to the usual stresses and strains and occasional failures
associated with pipelines41 , but it would be buried in unstable permafrost beneath the
sea-floor, in an area of the Arctic Ocean which is covered in either broken or pack ice
for about 10 months of the year. This leads to a further series of risks and technical
hazards.

In 1996 BP was reportedly going to spend $1.5 billion over the next three years to
accelerate development of its Beaufort sea fields,with the Northstar complex estimated
at anywhere between $500 to $1.5 billion alone42.An Environmental Impact Assessment
process is underway, mid 1998,with a Draft Environmental Impact Assessment submitted
and circulated for public comment in June/July 1998.It is likely that BP will be aiming to
develop their offshore Northstar project between 1999 and 2000.
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THE ROLE OF THE ALASKAN GOVERNMENT 

BP itself acknowledges the role of the Alaskan government in supporting its oil
development endeavours:“BP’s progressive attitude has already been recognised by the
state government. Earlier this year (1997) the Alaskan legislature put in place more
flexible fiscal arrangements to enable the Northstar development to proceed” 43 .

The oil industry journal Offshore  further states that “BP has been granted an exemption
from the customary state net profits tax, which, for Northstar, would have been 89%.
Instead BP will pay a supplemental royalty to the state whenever the West Coast price
for North Slope oil exceeds $17.3 per barrel (1996 dollars). Under the terms of the
agreement the state royalty rate would reach a cap of 27.5% when the West Coast oil
price reaches $22.5 per barrel.” 44

This so-called ‘sweetheart’ deal for BP has been the subject of ongoing legal challenges in
Alaska,first initiated by local citizens.

IMPLICATIONS OF DEVELOPMENT

The Northstar development, if successful, is likely to focus more attention on other
Arctic ‘frontier’ waters, which are so far undeveloped. Offshore states: “East of the
international boundary, the Canadian Beaufort Sea lies effectively untouched, awaiting
higher prices and adventurous operators.The Geological Survey of Canada says there are
large resevoirs of oil and gas in the MacKenzie Delta and Beaufort Sea, with estimated
proved and probable reserves of approximately 4 billion barrels of oil and 56 trillion cubic
feet of gas.”45

Extreme conditions, are also a significant feature of new offshore developments being
planned off the coast of Sakhalin,to the north of Japan in the  Russian Far East (see map).
These are largely undeveloped new fields being opened up in the sub-Arctic, also in harsh
ice-bound conditions for much of the year.

A  range of companies including Marathon, Shell,Texaco, Exxon and Mobil are aiming to
drill offshore in these reserves,believed to be some of the largest reserves in the Russian
Far East.The economic difficulties in Russia and the proximity of the Asian energy market
have led to an increase in the pace of offshore developments. If these go ahead they will
mark the first offshore developments in the whole of Russia.Hydrocarbon resources off
Sakhalin are estimated at 700 million tons of crude oil and condensate and more than
1000 billion cubic metres of natural gas. The Lunskoye and Piltun-Astokhskoye fields,
located to the  north-east of Sakhalin in the Sea of Okhotsk, are estimated to contain
recoverable reserves of 100 million tonnes (750 million barrels) of hydrocarbon liquids
and 494 billion cubic meters (14 trillion cubic feet) of gas.

43. ‘The Shield magazine’,BP’s corporate magazine.
44. ibid 42.
45. ibid 42.
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1997 GREENPEACE ARCTIC CAMPAIGN 

In July 1997 Greenpeace embarked on its first expedition to the Western Arctic with the
icebreaker MV Arctic Sunrise.The expedition set out to do two things.The first was to
investigate the impacts of climate warming: glacial retreat, forest insect infestation and
changes to the ice-edge community caused by the retreating ice, and to gather
testimonies from the Alaska natives about the impact of these changes on their lives.The
other aim was to challenge new oil industry offshore exploration, including legal
challenges and protests against ARCO’s efforts to conduct an exploratory drilling
operation at the ‘Warthog’ well, just off the coast of the Arctic Wildlife Refuge 46.

1998: In May Greenpeace launched its second Arctic expedition from Hong Kong.

2. THE ATLANTIC FRONTIER  

“The Atlantic Margin provinces of the UK, Ireland and Norway are now viewed as the
most exciting frontier exploration area in Northwest Europe. Oil discoveries in the West
of Sheltands area have enhanced the perceived prospectivity of the Atlantic Margin areas
and recent successful frontier license rounds in all three countries have attracted a high
level of response. The Northwest Europe Atlantic Margin now firmly holds the attention
of the global deep-water players.” Petroleum Economist,World Energy Yearbook, 1998.

BP is a major leader and operator in the UK waters to the west of the Shetland Isles,
and along with Shell has the major share of important fields such as Foinaven and
Schiehallion. Norwegian state-owned company, Statoil, is the operator of the one Irish
field to be developed. Other operators or joint venture partners include Mobil,
Enterprise Oil, AG I P, C o n o c o, Phillips Pe t roleum and Pe t rofina (complete list
in Appendix).

Licenses for exploration and development blocks of the Atlantic Frontier – such as those
containing the Foinaven and Schiehallion oilfields – give companies the valuable expe-
rience of exploring and drilling in areas approaching 500 metres deep: significantly
different conditions from the shallower waters on the UK Continental Shelf. As such,
the area is regarded as a ground for trial and commercial experience of deepwater
technology – such as FPSO (Floating Storage Production and Offloading) vessels in the
rugged conditions of the North East Atlantic.This experience is described as “of critical
importance” for oil company financial and organisational prospects48 , particularly for
European companies such as BP.

MacKay Consultants concluded that given the current low rates of return on the three
main fields “BP and their partners must have other considerations in mind in developing
these fields.The obvious one is to gain experience in the Atlantic Margin environment,
so that future fields there – or in similar environments – can be developed much more
profitably.There is an implied learning curve.”49

Norway and Ireland:while efforts to start oil production from the Atlantic Frontier have
focused on UK waters – for example the Foinaven (now producing) and Schiehallion
fields – industry analysts expect that exploration activity in Norway and Irish waters will
pick up again, following an initial burst of activity in the early 1980s50 .

46. Note that in January 1998 ARCO announced it had failed to discover sufficient oil to warrant further development
of Warthog.
4 7 . Wood MacKe n z i e, “Atlantic Margin, E u ro p e ’s Final Fro n t i e r ” , in Pe t roleum Economist, ‘ World Energy Yearbook 1998’,
p 1 3 6 .
48. Professor Peter Odell,‘UK Atlantic Frontier Oil Developments:and Initial Overview’, report for Greenpeace UK,
December 1996.
49. Mackay Consultants “Future Exploration Considerations and Strategic Developments in the Atlantic Margin”,London
Conference, Jan 28,1998.
50. ibid 47,page 136.
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NORWEGIAN SECTOR: DIRECT GOVERNMENT INVESTMENT

Statoil has a key role in the majority of the developments in the Norwegian sector,
although Shell is also an operator. Statoil was also a very successful bidder in the UK
government’s 17th licensing round,winning five out of the 25 awards;it now owns around
3,800 square kilometers of the UK Atlantic Margin. Statoil bought  Irish oil exploration
company Aran Energy in 1995 and it also owns the Connemara field in the Irish waters
of the Atlantic Margin.

Statoil is 100% government owned, and Norway is the world’s fifth largest oil producer
and the second largest oil exporter; its gas exports will soon be among the top five51 .
The Norwegian government holds an additional significant investment  in oil and gas
development directly through a special financial ‘arrangement’ called the  State Direct
Financial Interest (SDFI) under which the government pays money for  ownership of part
of the oil and gas blocks it licenses and receives part of the profit 52 . In 1995 the SDFI
amounted to 40% of the total offshore investment.The state’s obligations under this
direct financial engagement in projects is managed through Statoil.

25 – THEARCTIC ANDTHE ATLANTIC FRONTIER – G reenpeace bri e fi n g

51. Kvadsheim E,Fjellsa O, Matthiesen E K (Norwegian Petroleum Directorate),“Norway:Rising to the Challenge”, in
Petroleum Economist,‘World Energy Yearbook 1998’,January 1998.
52. Greenpeace Norway, ‘Statoil: A climate report for Greenpeace’,May 1998.

The Atlantic Frontier runs from off the South West of Ireland to the North East coast of Norway and includes the Porcupine Basin,Rockall Trough,West

of Shetland,Northern North Sea north towards the Barents Sea. Estimated reserves in these areas amount to 1.2 billion barrels of oil and 5.5 trillion

cubic feet of gas , although these figures are thought to be conservative. 47(Footnote on page 24)

THE ATLANTIC FRONTIER
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1997 GREENPEACE CAMPAIGN – ATLANTIC FRONTIER

G reenpeace undertook a series of protests against
seismic testing activities in a range of  licensed oil blocks
to the west of the Shetland Isles in and around the
Rockall Trough and against the Stena Dee rig preparing for
drilling oil from the deepwater Foinaven field. Legal
challenges to the UK government licensing procedures
were also a feature of the 1997 campaign.

In 1998, this campaign was extended into developments
in Norwegian waters. In June 1998 Greenpeace also
worked with the highly successful Danish wind industry,
and the European Wind Energy Association  to highlight
the technical and commercial viability – and new job
opportunities – of significant expansion of offshore wind
energy development 53 .

1997: OIL COMPANIES’ AND GOVERNMENT’S LEGAL RESPONSE 

Following the start of Greenpeace’s campaign in 1997 a theme of government and heavy-
handed industry legal action against Greenpeace emerged. G overnment and oil
companies both worked to a similar agenda, if not in direct coordination in some cases.

£ August  14 1997:US oil company ARCO (Atlantic Richfield Company) joined with the
Alaskan State government to sue Greenpeace and 12 individuals working fo r
Greenpeace, following a protest as part of its campaign to prevent ARCO’s exploratory
drilling rig from moving to its worksite close to the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.
ARCO filed a ‘SLAPP’ suit against Greenpeace (Strategic Lawsuit Against Public
Participation) applying for a restraining order and punitive damages.The State of Alaska
filed virtually identical papers claiming Greenpeace was threatening the State's interests
by protesting oil industry activities.

£ August 1997: BP initiated proceedings to sue Greenpeace and four  individuals
working for Greenpeace for £1.4 million damages for actions on its ‘Stena Dee’ rig
which we re designed to delay first oil production from the Fo i n aven field. BP withdrew
those charges, and successfully secured a legal injunction against further Gre e n p e a c e
p rotests from this field.

53. Greenpeace briefing:‘Danish Wind Energy, an industrial success story’, June 1998.

Stena Dee oil platform,Atlantic Frontier
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£ September 1997: a letter from UK Energy Minister John Battle demonstrated close
links between the UK government and the oil industry:“Early this year [1997] it was
agreed the Government should respond to any Greenpeace activities in a low key
manner in order to avoid media opportunities for Greenpeace.This strategy was agreed
with industry and other Government Departments. Throughout the Greenpeace
campaign Government and industry have maintained close contact and the agreed
approach has been revisited and accepted as continuing to offer the best way forward.
Companies were advised to exercise the legal powers they had over Greenpeace and the
overall situation continues to be carefully monitored...” Letter from UK Energy Minister
John Battle to predecessor Richard Page , 31st August,1997.

£ September 1997: a legal consortium representing around 30 oil companies (see
appendix for list), joined with the UK Government to oppose Greenpeace’s legal
challenge that the United Kingdom government acted unlawfully in issuing licenses for
the 17th round of oil and gas exploration.The High Court was considering Greenpeace’s

application for a full Judicial Review of the licensing on
the grounds  that the government had failed to
implement the European Union’s Habitats Directive.
In earlier hearings the presiding Judge said,“This is a
case of considerable importance, high sensitivity and
national interest for all parties concerned.”

The case was finally rejected on a technicality.

Greenpeace also made a separate complaint to the
EU that the UK government did not comply with the
EU Environmental Impacts Assessment Directive in
failing to institute the correct Regulations to
implement this directive. In 1998 the UK government
initiated pro c e d u res for implementing the
Regulations.

£ M ay 1998: G reenpeace Netherlands was sued fo r
350,000 guilders (around $125,000) by NAM, a Dutch oil company (50% Shell, 5 0 %
Esso) for protests in April 1998 opposing a gas drilling ‘single pile’ (a drilling and
p roduction installation) in the Wa ddenzee to the NorthEast of the Netherlands.
G reenpeace then initiated a countercase against NAM which resulted in pro t r a c t e d
legal battle with the company.

Greenpeace protests at the launch of BP’s FPSO ‘Schiehallion’Belfast
Ireland,January 1998
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THE OIL COMPANY AGENDA
– w h e re the money go e s
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6

With record spending set to continue on exploration and production of oil and gas it is
clear there is little sign of change from business as usual, despite increasing corporate
statements about climate change.

Shell, AGIP (part of Italian company ENI),Petronas,Exxon,Chevron,Statoil and Amerada
Hess and Elf are highlighted out of over 100 companies worldwide as making ‘significant
increases’ in international exploration and production spending 54 .

The annual reports of the oil majors focus on the expanded effort and investment in the
‘upstream’ exploration and production side of their business.While many of the big oil
companies now describe themselves as ‘energy companies’,the main focus of operations
remains fossil fuels. Only Shell and BP have made new commercial investments in
renewables in the last year, yet even those remain a very small fraction of the investment
in the further expansion of fossil fuel interests.

INCREASE IN OIL AND GAS RESERVES SHELL & BP
[total developed and undeveloped oil and gas reserves million barrels of oil equivalent]

BP: 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997
8301 8304 8367 8496 8666

Shell: 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997
17,823 17,343 17,054 18,577 19,359

A clear sign of the real oil company agenda is where companies put their

m o n ey, and what sort of policies they support or oppose in their

government lobbying . This can be used to judge the degree to which their

statements of env i ronmental commitment on climate change re p resent a

real change in dire c t i o n .

54. ibid 35.
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55. Letter to Ms Galbusera from Andrew Harper, Communications Manager BP, 25 September 1997.
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OIL COMPANY EXPENDITURE ON OIL AND GAS EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION;
RESERVES EXPANSION, AND INVESTMENT IN RENEWABLE ENERGY

(a) Salomon Smith Barney Worldwide Oil and Gas Exploration – Industry

Report,January 1998.

(1) BP’s 1997 Annual Report also gives the exploration and production

expenditure (a subset of capital and exploration expenditure) as $4,507

million for 1997.

(2) Address to Shareholders at BP AGM by Peter Sutherland,Chair and John

Browne, Chief Executive at the BP AGM, April 16th,1998.

(3) Around $7.5 billion was allocated to Exploration and Production.This

figure is  calculated  from the exploration and production capital spending of

4,444 pounds (using an April 1998 exchange rate for British pounds to US

dollars)

(4) Solarex, expanded to Amoco/Enron Solar. In 1996 it was the second

largest solar PV manufacturer in the world.

(5) BP's 1997 goal to be making $1 billion in solar PV sales within a decade

will involve spending $15 - 20 million per year, according to a letter to a

Greenpeace supporter55 ; the letter also stated “we are considering options

to accelerate the business considerably beyond this.”

(6) Shell announced in 1997 its intention to spend $500 million over fiv e

years in expanding its renewables business,Shell International Renewables.

(7) ENI wholly owns solar PV company Eurosolare, the tenth largest solar

manufacturer in the world in 1996.It invested 1.3 billion lire in PV in 1997,

$741,300 at June exchange rates and the same is expected for 1998.

Contrasted with the overall de velopment investments by ENI produces a

ratio of approximately 1:2,400. In other words for every lire ENI spends on

solar PV it spends 2,400 lire on hydrocarbon production and research.

(8) OMV confirmed in a letter to Greenpeace, 15 May 1998,that  it made a

small investment in a windpark.

(9) Fax to Greenpeace from Statoil,28 April,1998.

This table shows the balance of financial interest fossil fuels and alternative energy.The first two columns show the level of investment in

exploring for, and production of,oil and gas.This is in contrast to the final column which shows the extremely small or absent investment

in renewable energy.The ‘reserve replacement’percentage figures are measure of whether a company is expanding its oil and gas

interests through exploration for, or acquisition of new reserves.

1997 Exploration 1998 Exploration Reser ves Solar/renewables 
& Production & production   replacement in vestments or 
estimates (a) estimates (a) (1997) interests
millions of U S $ millions of U S $

AMOCO $ 2,775 $ 2,700 178% owns 50% of 
Solar ex (4)

ARCO $ 2,400 $ 2,600 164%

BP $ 4,000 (1) $ 4,300 over 150% (2) $15 - $20 (5)

million/yr to 2010

CHEVRON $ 3,300 $ 3,800 142%

EXXON $ 4,863 $ 5,338 121%

MOBIL $ 3,700 $ 3,851 146%

SHELL $7,500 (3) $2,700 129% $100 million/year
US estimate only for next 5 years (6)

TEXACO $ 3,051 $ 3,100 167%

ENI/AGIP $ 2,690 $ 3,440 206% 1.3 billion lire in 
1998 through 
Eurosolar e,
owned by ENI. (7)

OMV $ 266 $ 192 gas:98% 4% in vestment in a  
oil:94% 3MW wind park (8)

PETROFINA $ 684 $ 558 98%

ST AT OIL $ 2,150 $ 2,550 gas:234%, $405,000 on a  
oil:101% 20% in vestment 

in a bio heat 
compan y (9)
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SELF SERVICE: OIL INDUSTRY ADVERTISING -

PLUMMETING PUBLIC CREDIBILITY

The oil industry has a multimillion dollar budget for promoting and expanding oil
company markets – even if the message appears to be subtly changing in Europe.

In 1997, global polling on industry environmental credibility put the oil industry at the
bottom of the ladder, along with the chemical industry. Not only is the oil industry  seen
as causing the most environmental damage but is also perceived as doing least about it.

In 16 out of the 24 countries surveyed (OECD and non OECD), 70% or more people
rated the oil industry as causing a major amount of environmental damage. In 11
countries, 20% or more people perceived the oil industry as doing nothing at all to
reduce the impact of its activities on the environment 57.

In the UK in 1998, oil industry-commissioned opinion polls show that its credibility has
plummeted. Public acceptance of the industry fell from 70% in the 1970s to 32% in 1996.
The Director General of the UK upstream oil industry trade grouping,the UK Offshore
Operators Association (UKOOA) went further: “ H oweve r, even more alarming is the
p u b l i c ’s perception of oil companies where they are seen as being arro g a n t ,p rofit orientated
mu l t i n a t i o n a l s ,s e c re t i ve, too cosy with government and not to be trusted.”58

UKOOA’s response has been to launch a £12 million advertising campaign aimed at
‘normalising’ oil: “Major companies involved in producing oil and gas from the North Sea
today launch their first joint advertising campaign, aimed at the public to explain the
enormous scope and benefits provided to society by oil.”59

The campaign’s slogan is “North Sea Oil – we all get a lot out of it”. The advertisements
and billboards focus on the non-fuel uses of oil (detergents,pills, cosmetics etc).

The UKOOA advertising budget is seven times higher than the  £1.7 million budget for
the UK government’s 1998 public advertisement campaign on climate change.

Across the Atlantic in the US alone, from 1992-1997,the advertising expenditure by nine
oil majors totaled close to a $1 billion.

Advertising expenditure in the US 1992 to 1996 inclusive:

Mobil 171.9  $ million Amoco 151.0 ARCO 59.5
Texaco 170.0 Chevron 149.6 BP 43.3
Shell 159.1 Exxon 74.0 Conoco 14.4

Total: 992.8 $ million

“In my view, we mu s t
c o nvince the public that
t h e re is no conflict of
i n t e rest between the
worldwide search for new
sources of fossil fuels, a n d
helping our customers use
less of this commodity
while reducing its
damaging effe c t s.”5 6

BP Chair, Peter Sutherland

56. “Oil and Gas in the Global Economy”,speech by BP Chair Peter Sutherland,16 February, 1998.
57. Environics International Ltd, ‘The Environmental Monitor: Global Public Opinion on the Environment’, 1997
International Report, July 1997.The 24 countries were from all continents and at different stages of development.
58. James May, Director General, UK Offshore Operators Association, speaking at the Offshore Europe Conference,
Aberdeen September 1997.
59. “North Sea Oil Industry Engages in its First Advertising Campaign”,News Release, 19 March 1998.The press campaign
was launched by the UK Offshore Operators Association (UKOOA) for an eight week test period in Scotland.
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60. New York Times “Industrial Group Plans to Battle Climate Treaty”,26 April 1998.
61. Opening address by Michael Zammit Cutajar, Executive Secretary of the UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change, Monday 1 December, 1997, Kyoto.
62. Remarks by Vice President Al Gore to The United Nations Committee [sic] on Climate Change Conference of the
Parties,December 8,1997, Kyoto, Japan.
63. Statement by Elisabeth Dowdswell,head of the United Nations Environment Programme in Japan,addressing the
UNEP Insurance Industry Initiative meeting in Tokyo, December 3 rd 1997. Her press statement points out that the
insurance industry is a $2,000 billion industry and that natural disasters represent 85% of insurance ‘catastrophe’ losses
globally ($12.4 billion) in 1995,and that these losses are on the rise.

THE OIL LOBBY
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POLITICS

The API’s two year planned campaign had a budget of $6 million, with $2 million
specifically tagged to activities in the lead up to the November climate negotiations in
Buenos Aires, Argentina.The newspaper reported that Exxon, Chevron and Southern
Company were at the helm of the API coordinated plans.

Oil companies play a direct ‘advocacy role’ on climate change, putting significant pressure
on governments to minimise action on climate change60 .The damaging role of some of
the most aggressive campaigns was highlighted in unprecedented official opening remarks
at the  Kyoto climate negotiations.

£The Executive Secretary to the FCCC contrasted progressive business sector calls for
governmental action on climate change with “the propaganda that emanates from certain
industrial sectors that are on the defensive, propaganda that unashamedly plays games
with the science and statistics of climate change.”61

£ Al Gore: In a thinly veiled attack on the fossil fuel industry’s pre-Kyoto campaign US
Vice President Al Gore compared the tactics to those employed by the tobacco industry:
“All of us, of course, must reject the advice of those who ask us to believe there really
is no problem at all. We know their arguments; we have heard others like them
throughout history. For example, we remember the tobacco company spokesperson who
insisted for so long that smoking did no harm.To those that seek to obfuscate, we say:
we will not allow you to put narrow special interests above the interests of all
humankind.”62

£ Head of the United Nations Env i ronment Programme in her opening add re s s
highlighted the split within the industry community – focusing on the positive contribution
to the debate by another multi-billion dollar industry :“The insurance industry has become
a powerful and credible lobby for action on the issue [climate change]. T h ey are an
i m p o rtant counterweight to those who are working to slow pro g re s s ”.63

In April 1998, l e a ked documents ap p e a red on the front page of the New

York Times showing that US oil industry trade organisation the A m e r i c a n

Pe t roleum Institute (API) was planning a multi-million dollar campaign post-

Kyoto to undermine public and political confidence in climate science.

See pages 37 & 38
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THE US LOBBY GROUPS

In the United States, oil companies are leading members of increasingly discredited
lobbying front groups such as the Global Climate Coalition (GCC) and the American
Petroleum Institute (API).

The extreme positions and aggre s s i ve campaigning of the GCC prompted first BP (in
1996) and now Shell (in 1998) to withdraw their membership. H oweve r, BP and Shell
remain members of the API which, together with the GCC and others:

£ sponsored a high profile, $13 million advertising campaign across the US in the final
months of 1997 to undermine the December 1997 Kyoto negotiations, and are
continuing public advertising to oppose Kyoto Protocol ratification and implementation
in early 1998 64 (see advertisement left).

£ were  the driving force behind an oft referenced July 1997 US Senate resolution which
recommended that the US should not sign an international agreement on climate unless
it contained specific new commitments for developing countries.Such new commitments
were explicitly excluded from the Kyoto negotiations, as it had been long agreed in the
climate convention process that industrialised nations – which account for around 65%
of the world’s  C02 emissions – must  act first and demonstrate leadership.

£ have directly promoted the best known climate “science sceptics” since the early
1990s65 and continue to do so: this has been  the strategy since the early 1990s.Yet
despite the increasing confidence in climate science and the magnitude of the warnings
about climate change, both organisations intend to revitalise the strategy of under-mining
climate science to erode political action; specifically targeting the ratification and

implementation of the Kyoto agreement in the
United States.This is clear from the American
Petroleum Institute campaign outline (see pages
37 & 38) .

6 4 . Both the GCC and API we re sponsors of the Global Climate Information Project which ran the $13 million
a d ve rtising campaign in the months preceding Kyo t o. It had the strap-line re fe rring to the tre a t y :“ I t ’s not global and it
wo n ’t wo r k ” . A further full page adve rt ap p e a red on March 30, 1 9 9 8 , fo l l owing the opening of the Kyoto agreement fo r
s i g n a t u re and ratification.
65. For specific examples of the science campaign Greenpeace briefing,‘The Scourge of the Sceptics’,charts the efforts
made by fossil fuel industry lobbyists to undermine the Second Assessment Report of the IPCC (July 1996,prepared for
the Second Conference of Parties,COP2).Ross Gelbspan,‘The Heat is On’, April 1997,gives a full account of the use and
role of key sceptic scientists in the US climate debate.

Geneva newspaper headline at COP2 – the July 1996 Ministerial Climate negotiations
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RESPONSES TO KY OTO

Global Climate Coalition

“The members of GCC accept that potential human induced climate change is a serious
concern that needs to be addressed.The issue is not action versus no action.The issue
is what constitutes responsible action and the Kyoto Protocol is not responsible action.
It is a flawed agreement and cannot be salvaged with bilateral Band-Aids or further
negotiations in Bonn, Buenos Aires or elsewhere.

It is not a global agreement and will not work.Thus, we recommend that the President
not sign and that the Congress not approve the Kyoto Protocol.”66

American Petroleum Institute

“We are urging President Clinton to reject the Kyoto agreement and join business,
industry, labor, farmers and consumer groups in fashioning a constructive cost-effective
program for addressing legitimate climate concerns. If the President believes this treaty
is a good deal for America,he can promote an essential national debate on its merits.We
will encourage the Senate to reject it. Government and industry working together on
technological innovations, not constrained by artificial deadlines or barriers, is the
economically and environmentally sound path forward.” 67 (our emphasis).

The resurgence of the ‘anti-science’ stratetgy is clearly part of a concerted campaign to
halt the passage of the Kyoto Protocol through US Congress. It was specifically
referenced by a consultant in one oil journal shortly after Kyoto.The article highlighted
the November 1998 US Congressional elections as an important place to raise questions
on climate, saying that candidates would be under “intense pressure to change their
positions,to support the Kyoto treaty, and to push for Senate action.....Senators will need
support, additional inputs, and overall reinforcement of their positions.Arguments will
need to be updated and fine-tuned in several areas such as the global science, the alleged
climate impacts, and the long-term economic impacts.” 68 The article goes on to give a
long account of natural causes of climate variability.

In 1998 obstructive activities on science are already in evidence. For example at the June
1998 climate negotiations in Bonn the GCC distributed ‘science’ pamphlets to diplomats
titled ‘climate change:the case against scientific certainty’ saying:“While it is certain that
the Protocol would impose enormous burdens on America’s economy, there is no
scientific certainty that human activity affects global climate.”

66. Statement of the Global Climate Coalition Before the US House Committee on Science, Feb 4,1998,Constance D
Holmes,Global Climate Coalition (http://www.house.gov/science/holmes_02-4.htm)
67. “Kyoto in Perspective”, American Petroleum Institute website (http://www.api.org/globalclimate/kyoto)
68. Oil and Gas Journal, 19 January 1998 “After Kyoto, Science Still Probes Global Warming Causes” by Gerald
Westbrook,TSBV Consultants,Houston.
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Targets include schools as well as media, Congress, government officials and other
industry players.

The plan states, “Victory will be achie ved when:
£ “ Average citizens understand (recognize) uncertainties in climate science;
recognition of uncertainties becomes part of the ‘conventional wisdom’”, a similar
goal is set for the media;
£ “media coverage reflects balance on climate science” of different views;
£ “Industry senior leadership understands uncertainties in climate science, making
them stronger ambassadors to those who shape climate policy”; and that 
£ “those promoting the Kyoto treaty on the basis of  extant science appear to be out
of touch with reality”.

They state that the ultimate victory will occur when:“climate change becomes a non-
issue meaning that the Kyoto proposal is defeated and there are no further initiatives
to thwart the threat of climate change”.

The Plan – three major projects:
1. National Media Relations Programme in the lead up to top-level climate treaty
negotiations in Buenos Aires,November 1998.

Budget $600,000 plus paid advertising.

Strategy:“to inform the media about uncertainties in climate science .... and thereby
educate and inform the public, s t i mulating them to raise questions with
policymakers.”

AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE 1998:

An 8-page memo leaked6 9 to the New York Times in A p ril 1998 outlines the A P I ’s
“Global Climate Science Communications Action Plan”, p ri m a rily aimed at re - i n j e c t i n g
u n c e rtainty into the US public’s perception of climate science. (See Appendix for full
c o py of leaked memo.)   

69. The memo is headed ‘Joe Walker’,‘To:Global Climate Science Team’,‘Subject:
Draft Global Climate Science Communications Plan’.

AGENDA OF
D E C E P T I O N
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Tactics include: recruiting and training “ n ew faces” in the science debate: “ f i ve
independent scientists to participate in media outre a c h . These will be individuals
who do not have a long history of visibility and/or participation in the climate
change debate, who will add their voices to those that already are vo c a l ” . Plus a
variety of media information kits, briefings to science journals, organisation of grass
root debate.

2. Establish a “Global Climate Science Data Center” as a “non-profit educational
foundation”. Staffing would come from company professionals.

Budget: $5,000,000 (two years minimum).

Its aims include:
£ becoming “a one-stop resource on climate science for members of Congress,
media,industry and all others concerned”.
£ “identifying and establishing cooperative relationships with all major scientists
whose research in this field supports our position.”
£ coordinating a “complete scientific critique of the IPCC research and its
conclusions”.

3. National Direct Outreach and Education.This has four target groups: members of
Congress,state officials,industry leadership and school teachers/students.

Budget: $300,000.

Its aim is to enable decisionmakers to raise “such serious questions about the Kyoto
treaty’s scientific underpinnings that American policy-makers not only will refuse to
endorse it,they will seek to prevent progress towards implementation at the Buenos
Aires meeting in November, or through other ways.”

The API shamelessly targets young people: by informing teachers/students, i t
intends to “begin to erect a barrier against further effo rts to impose Kyo t o - l i ke
m e a s u res in the future.”

Budget to Buenos Aires $2,000,000
Total Budget $5,900,000 (plus paid advertising)

The API opposes US ratification of Kyoto treaty and  intends to take more
positions on key issues  in the U. S . even though some of its members might
“ s t ro n g ly disagre e ”7 0 .

70. Oil and Gas Journal,26 January 1998.

AGENDA OF
D E C E P T I O N
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It is clear that despite the range of professed interest in climate change, from a ‘do
nothing now’ stance  to a much more apparently ‘progressive’ position, every oil company
intends to continue to expand oil and gas exploration and production.Many also intend
to expand interests into carbon-intensive, ‘non-conventional’ oil reserves.

Information is principally taken from the 1997 annual reports, released in the first half of
1998,and company websites.

Some companies emphasise efforts to reduce emissions associated with the oil and gas
production process.However while this is important it evades the much bigger issue of
the CO2 from burning the oil and gas itself. Production related emissions from the oil

industry account for a small fraction of the
emissions associated with burning of the
products: flaring and venting of methane (a
s t ronger greenhouse gas than CO2)
accounts for around 4.5% of total emissions
associated with hydrocarbons71 .

RHETORIC VERSUS REALITY:
THE OIL COMPANIES 
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In this section the stated oil and gas investment strategies of the oil majors

and selected European companies are outlined in brief, along with their

positions on climate change, Kyoto and re n ewable energy. *

71. Rick Heede, research scholar analysed the emissions associated with the oil industry in a short report commissioned
by Greenpeace International,November 1997.
*In this section we have quoted in part from company we b s i t e s ,a n nual re p o rts or other re fe renced documents.

Oil rig flaring at North Sea
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Advertisement placed by Greenpeace USA in US newspapers, 1997
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SHELL AND BP

Both Shell and BP made unprecedented efforts during 1997 to promote themselves as
corporate leaders in within the oil industry on climate change, environmental issues and
consultation.As such they deserve direct scrutiny.

Both Shell and BP announced they support ‘precautionary action’ on climate change;Shell
also has a commitment to sustainable development. Both companies made positive
statements about the Kyoto climate agreement:

Shell: “Although the full implications still have to be clarified, we believe that certain
features of the Protocol offer not only encouraging opportunities for productive action,
but also for profitable business in and outside our industry....The Kyoto Protocol appears
to have provided a basis of flexibility and realism.”72

BP:“Of course Kyoto was not a conclusion. The agreement is complex and there is much
to be resolved. But it was a step – a positive step on the journey.”73

£ Both companies have supported policies to reduce emissions - such as carbon taxation
in some form. BP is also experimenting with a ‘pilot’ internal carbon trading regime with
10 of its business units.74

£ Both companies announced a rise in investment in renewable energy. BP seeks a billion
dollars of solar PV sales within a decade. It’s Annual Report states:“BP’s solar business
continued with its 16th year of unbroken growth in turnover. Sales reached a record $80
million in 1997, up 33% on 1996.”

BP says this will involve $15 to 20 million investment per year out to 2010.

Shell seeks 10% of the renewable energy market by 2010 and announced in 1997 that it
plans to invest $500m over five years ($100 million per year average). In 1997 Shell
International Renewables was formed as one of its core businesses which Shell says this
is a sign of its commitment to the development of renewables75 .

Lob by Groups:

BP withdrew from the increasingly aggressive US fossil fuel and auto lobby group, the
Global Climate Coalition (GCC), in 1996. Shell withdrew from that group in April 1998,
citing  “irreconcilable differences” specifically the GCC's opposition to the Kyoto treaty.

Shell International Renewables has joined the renewables lobby group the European
Wind Energy Association. BP Solar is a member of the UK’s British Photovoltaic
Association.

However: both Shell and BP remain members of the American Petroleum Institute.

72. Mr Cor Herkstroter, President Royal Dutch/Shell,Meeting at the World Economic Forum,Davos,2 February, 1998.
73. John Browne, BP Group Chief Executive, speech at the Royal Institute of International Affairs,6 February, 1998.
74. BP leaflet “Explaining BP’s pilot CO2 emissions trading system”, June 1998.
75. Shell International,‘Profits and Principles,The Shell Report’,May 1998,section on renewables.
* Trademark of Royal Dutch/Shell Group.
** Trademark of The British Petroleum Company p.l.c.

*

* *
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Shell and BP, along with the majority of other oil companies, continue
to invest increasing sums of money in exploring for and developing
new oil reserves.

Shell: its 1997 Annual Report states that Shell plans to increase
production at an average annual rate of 5% over the coming five years.
The Shell Group are pursuing a strategy predicated on a growth
strategy for exploration and production.

Shell have also recently signed an A$800million joint venture deal for
over 840MW of coal- f i red electricity generation in Australia with a
Queensland govern-ment owned utility. Shell Canada re p o rt e d ly
plans a C$1billion facility for production of oil from oil sands in
A l b e rt a , along with Australian company BHP.The A l b e rtan development projects mark
the start of the opening of potentially huge non-conventional oil re s e rves 7 6 , w i t h
significant implications for future CO2 e m i s s i o n s .

BP:“The strength of our asset portfolio was reinforced by the range of new fields coming
on stream in the Gulf of Mexico, the North Sea, west of Shetland [the Atlantic Frontier]
and Colombia. Total net production rose by 2%.797 million barrels of oil equivalent were
added to reserves in 1997.

“Exploration successes in Alaska,Angola, Gulf of Mexico, Australia and the North Sea
ensure we not only have the resources to replace growing volumes of production but to
generate the opportunities for the second decade of the next century and beyond”
(1997 Annual Report).

A c c o rding to trade journal Pe t roleum Intelligence We e k ly, B P ’s chief John Browne “ s e e s
BP remaining ‘ p r i m a r i ly’ an oil, gas and petro-chemicals firm until as far as 2015,q u o t i n g
him say i ng : ‘ We will pro b a b ly begin to notice more of our activities in solar. [But] they
wo n ’t be a majority or significant part of BP at that time.’”7 7

Shell and BP’s ongoing expansion of their oil and gas interests can also be seen in the
‘reserves replacement’ figures of 130% and 150% respectively in 1997 – showing that
they are not only replacing the oil and gas they extract but significantly increasing access
to new reserves.

Shell and BP’s ongoing expansion of their oil and gas interests can also be seen in the
‘reserves replacement’ figures of 130% and 150% respectively in 1997 – showing that
they are not only replacing the oil and gas they extract but significantly increasing access
to new reserves.

THE CONTRADICTION

Greenpeace changes BP oil exploration to BP solar, the
day before its annual shareholders meeting,April 1997

76. Verbicky E,“A growing and viable alternative to conventional oil” in Petroleum Economist, ‘World Energy Yearbook’,
1998,January 1998.
77. Petroleum Intelligence Weekly, March 23,1998 “How BP Navigates Life in the Fast Lane”.
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AMOCO  

On Climate Change: its values:“We pledge to protect the environment and the health
and safety of employees, the users of our products and the communities in which we
operate” – Annual Report 1997.

Press statement from website:“Should billions of dollars be diverted to environmental
standards that are not based on sound science nor improve public health? Or would
those billions be better spent for tangible and beneficial purposes, such as education or
cures for disease? 

“Amoco Corporation Chairman H.Laurance Fuller chooses the latter, arguing that public
policy decisions must include a careful review of national priorities and only impose costs

where there are large benefits.This is especially true, he says, when the science
is uncertain and the costs high, as in the case of the Environmental

Protection Agency’s (EPA) proposed tightening of U.S. air quality
standards and global climate change – issues that he sees as

threatening U.S.economic growth as well as the world economy.

“The costs of EPA’s proposal to change US air quality
standards for ozone and particulates will be very high and
the burden will fall on consumers who face higher costs for
electricity, food,fuel and most goods and services because of
higher manufacturing and distribution costs. Consumers

could also have to change their lifestyles if driving restrictions
are imposed.”

Oil and gas investment: Amoco’s worldwide barrel-oil-equivalent
production is expected to increase from 1996 levels by 25%  by the

year 2001.

Capital and exploration expenditures of $4.2 billion have been approved for 1998, of
which $2.7 billion is planned for exploration and production.

Renewables:Amoco owns 50% of Solarex,a solar PV module manufacturer, largest in the
US and second largest in the world. In 1995 Amoco/Enron Solar began a 50:50 joint
venture to expand its business and develop solar power generation facilities.

Anti-climate Lobby Group: American Petroleum Institute (API).

THE OIL MAJORS

The following information about the views of the other oil majors has been taken mainly from
their websites or press statements .

*

* Trademark of Amoco Corporation (Announcement of merger with BP, August 1998)
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ARCO

Climate Change: there is nothing on ARCO’s website specifically about climate change.

Oil and gas investment: its overriding goals are to increase its global oil and gas
production and reserves as well as the profitability and increased market share of its
downstream activities.The company comments on
the “growing importance” of gas as a global energy
s o u rce stating  that gas is now 33% of its
production and 34% of reserves.

ARCO has coal interests with 1997 shipments
totaling 62,062 thousand tons.

Renewables: there was no information on renewable energy in ARCO's literature.

Anti-climate Lobby Groups: Global Climate Coalition; American Petroleum Institute.

CHEVRON

Climate Change: from website: “Chevron recognizes that there are concerns about
possible changes in the global climate, concerns that should be addressed thoughtfully
and with a full understanding of the ramifications of various policy options.

“ C h ev ron supports and helps finance
research to answer the many remaining
scientific and economic questions in an
e f fo rt to increase the general
understanding of issues surro u n d i n g
climate change. A ny new policies or
programs that may be warranted as a
result of this research should be cost effective, comprehensive (including all countries
and all greenhouse gases) and flexible (allowing each country to adopt policies that best
fit its situation)”.

Oil and Gas investment: “Not only did our exploration and production units worldwide
contribute financiall y, they also set production records in many areas and made major
additions to Chevron’s oil and gas reserves.

“Chevron replaced 142 percent of the oil and gas it produced ...That made 1997 the fifth
straight year that replacement topped production. As you can see, over the past five
years,Chevron has had the best reserves-replacement rate among its peer competitors.”

“Our plans call for spending nearly $4 billion on exploration and production projects
worldwide. About $1.5 billion of that will go to US projects, focusing primarily on the
deepwater areas in the Gulf of Mexico.

* Trademark of Arco (Atlantic Richfield Company)
** Trademark of Chevron Corporation

*

* *
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“Chevron’s portfolio of international upstream assets continues to drive the company’s
growth.These assets generated earnings of about $1.2 billion in 1997.”78

Chevron is also among the top 15 coal producers in the US, according to its Annual
Report, through its wholly owned subsidiary Pittsburg and Midway Coal Mining Com-
pany. 90% of P&M’s coal is sold for electricity generation.

Renewable Energy: there was no literature on Chevron’s renewable energy investments.

Anti-climate Lobby Groups: Global Climate Coalition; American Petroleum Institute.

EXXON

Climate Change: from website: “At this time, models used to predict global climate
change are incomplete, and the issue continues to be a matter of scientific debate. It
appears that climate variability is still too large and complex a subject for current

m e a s u rements and projections to be able to determine
whether reliable links exist between human activity and future
global warming.

“However, it is generally recognized that dramatic curtailment
of fossil fuel use, as some have advocated, would have serious
adverse consequences for economic development and growth

around the world.Such economic growth provides the means for progress in the pursuit
of many environmental and other societal goals.

“Exxon encourages economically sound energy-efficiency programs and supports the
application of cost-effective reforestation and other sound forest-management practices
to help protect natural sources of carbon dioxide absorption. We also recognize the
continuing need to improve the science and understanding of climate change so that
reliable conclusions can be reached.”

Does not mention climate change in Health, Safety and Environment section of annual
report.

Oil and Gas investment:“Maximise profitability of existing oil and gas production. Identify
and pursue all attractive exploration opportunities. Invest in projects that deliver
superior returns. Capitalize on growing natural gas markets.”

Exxon has continuing coal investments with increasing production,currently at 15 million
metric tonnes,it is pursuing a strategy of ‘selective mine expansions’.

78. “Building on Success” remarks by Kenneth T Derr, Chairman of the Board, Chevron Corporation to the Annual
Meeting of Shareholders,April 29,1998.
* Trademark of Exxon Corporation

*
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EXXON HYPOCRISY

79. “Global Climate Change”,presentation by Dr Brian Flannery, Scientific Advisor, Exxon to the Belgian Oil Federation,
November 22,1997.
80. Speech by Lee Raymond to the World Petroleum Congress,Beijing,October 1997.In it he states,“Before we make
choices about global climate policies, we need an open debate on the science, an analysis of the risks,and a careful
consideration of the costs and benefits.So far, this has not taken place and until it has,I hope that the g overnments
of this region will work with us to resist policies that could strangle economic gr owth .”

Exxon also has interests in the electricity business with 23,725 gigawatt hours in sales
and investments in power projects – including coal fired power stations – and utilities.

Renewables: on alternatives to fossil fuels: Exxon’s chief science advisor Brian Flannery
stated: “Even with well funded, long term research and development there is no
guarantee that alternative energy technologies will be socially, e c o n o m i c a l ly or
environmentally acceptable.”79 This is clearly not the case  as the rapid expansion of the
renewable energy industry shows.

Anti-climate Lobby groups: Global Climate Coalition; American Petroleum Institute.

Exxon is one of the most active members of lobby groups:

£ one of three companies quoted by the New York Times as spearheading the American
Petroleum Institute anti-science campaign in May 1998.

£ led oil company hypocrisy in the run-up to Kyoto: in a speech dealing with climate
changes, chief Lee Raymond urged developing countries to join with Exxon to resist
climate controls that could strangle their economic growth80, while in the United States
it sponsored advertising campaigns through its membership of lobby groups designed to
throw the blame and responsibility for climate change onto developing countries,arguing
the treaty wasn’t fair as these countries were ‘exempt’ from obligations.

£ one of the sponsors of controversial Australian government economic modeling
exercise used to justify why that country should have lower emissions controls that
other industrialised nations (Australia ended up being allowed an 8% increase in
greenhouse gas emissions by 2012,in contrast to the US which has a 7% reduction target.
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MOBIL

Climate Change: from website:“Mobil shares the widespread concern about the potential
impact of carbon dioxide emissions on the global climate. At the same time, we are
concerned that mandated emission cutbacks now will produce grave economic con-
sequences for all nations.

“Fossil fuels dominate the world’s energy picture today. For at least several decades,they
will continue to be the major source of the world’s energy needs.

“We don’t know enough about the factors that affect global warming and the degree to
which – if any – that man-made emissions (namely, carbon dioxide) contribute to
increases in Earth’s temperature. We should be asking: what precautionary, voluntary
steps can be taken now to reduce greenhouse gases while science is developing answers
that will improve our decision-making. Governments, industry and individuals can all
contribute.

“Two factors argue for nations to move prudently. First, there is a high degree of
uncertainty over the timing and magnitude of the potential impacts that man-made
emission of greenhouse gases have on climate. Second,the emission – reduction policies

being considered carry with them large economic
risks. Objectives and actions to deal with climate
change can only be determined as add i t i o n a l
knowledge is gained and uncertainties minimized”.

1997 Annual Report:“Reducing flaring is one action
that has an impact on global climate change. In

addition to curbing emissions, improving energy efficiency and conducting applied
research, Mobil sponsors a wide range of scientific studies at universities and other
institutions, and is increasing its research funding.”

On Kyoto:“In 1997,the Senate in a bipartisan, unanimous resolution cautioned that the
US should not agree to any emission reduction protocol that didn’t include developing
countries.Senators also signaled their opposition to any treaty that would seriously harm
the US economy. It would appear that the will of our elected representatives is being
ignored.Because of the potentially serious consequences that Kyoto would have on the
US economy and people’s livelihoods, we believe it is imperative for the Administration
to bring its agreement before the Senate for consideration and discussion.Too much is
at stake to ignore the will of the Senate.

*

* Trademark of Mobil Corporation
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“The Kyoto protocol is the first step in a lengthy process. It sets the goals and a
framework for lowering emissions. Now the mechanisms and rules need to be worked
out. Credible economic studies have pointed out that mandating emission targets and
timetables now will have an enormous negative impact on many national economies.”

Oil and gas investment: 1997 Annual Report:Mobil projects 1998 investment spending of
$5.9 billion (up from $5.3bn).It states that its oil production and equivalent in gas makes
it the third largest of the international oil majors. It projects a 4% annual growth in
production with expanding new reserves base . Highlights Latin America, Norway,West
Africa, Peru and Venezuela as well as Australia as key areas for “growing reserves and
production in a world of opportunities.”

Renewables: no renewable energy technology investments were mentioned on website
or annual report:only references to its applicability in the future.

From website:“Government and the private sector should begin now to expand the
array of technology options that can help reduce our emission of greenhouse gases in
the future.

Electronic file of Mobil’s OpEd ‘Running Out of Oil?’ 25 August 1997: “Decades from
now, alternative fuels may replace oil for transportation needs.The cost of finding and
producing oil may climb; better technology may lower the cost of alternative fuels. In
short,markets may evolve.That’s economics. Forcing the market to make the transition
to alternative fuels prematurely will harm the economy, consumers and taxpayers. It’s a
price tag we can’t afford.”

Anti-climate Lobby Groups: Global Climate Coalition; American Petroleum Institute.

Mobil adverts: in the lead up to Kyoto and during the talks themselves Mobil took out a
series of opinion piece advertisements in major US newspapers discussing climate
change. One of the most extreme appeared one month before Kyoto in the Washington
Post ‘Science: what we know and don’t know’ featuring a large pie chart purporting to
show that human activities are only responsible for 3%-4% of total CO2 emissions.

This is misleading as it conceals the fact that the main cause for concern in climate
change is that overall CO2 levels have risen about 30% mainly due to burning fossil fuels
and deforestation and emissions continue to escalate today. Scientists agree that rising
levels of CO2 and other greenhouse gases in the atmosphere will cause temperatures
and sea level to rise.
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TEXACO

Climate Change: “In the last year there has been much public debate about ‘global
warming’ centered around whether there is a link between human activities that
generate carbon dioxide emissions and climate change. (From Annual Report.) 

From website: “Texaco’s response to the challenge of climate change is three-fold: first,
to seek new market opportunities for the next generation of clean, efficient energy
technologies;second, to assess our levels of emissions and incorporate strategies in our
business plans to improve efficiencies and manage emissions; and third, to participate in
the global dialogue on the issues associated with climate change. Together, these
approaches are simply good for business.

“Our position on the issue of climate change is consistent with Texaco’s core values and
business purpose – to provide energy that will improve the quality of people’s lives

around the world.We do so with concern for the environment and with recognition
of our responsibilities to the communities in which we live and work.

“On the issue of the Kyoto Protocol, we do not question the good
intentions of the parties who negotiated this agreement.We cannot,
however, sup-port U.S. Senate ratification of the Protocol as
currently drafted. Certain elements are unworkable and their
impacts are unknown.It is not inclusive, sets unrealistic targets and
timetables, and leaves unresolved the associated economic costs.
We are continuing to work with industry and government to

ensure that the ultimate outcome is fair and balanced.”

Oil and Gas investment: Plans a $4.6 billion capital and exploratory
budget for 1998 of which 70% will be for exploration and production.“We

have ambitious but attainable goals to significantly increase our worldwide
production over the next five years.” Entered into the gas and utility business in 1997
with the formation of “Texaco Global Gas and Power”.

Renewables: From Website: “As a major energy company,Texaco believes its focus should
be on ways to reduce emissions and better protect the environment – not on choosing
side in the debate. We are well under way in our initiative to determine our baseline
emissions of greenhouse gases worldwide.”

“ Texaco has a range of initiatives underway to ap p ly innov a t i ve new technologies in
d eveloping new business and to improve energy efficiency and reduce emissions.”
( M a rch 1998).

It states it has a ‘strong inventory’ of developing technologies including fuel cells and
geothermal technologies.

Anti-climate Lobby Groups: Global Climate Coalition; American Petroleum Institute.

*

* Trademark of Texaco Inc.
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SELECTED EUROPEAN COMPANIES

(ENI, OMV, PetroFina, Statoil)

ENI/AGIP

ENI is 51% owned by the Italian government. Further privatisation is taking place mid
1998 which will bring government ownership down below 40%.Within ENI, AGIP is the
division dealing with oil and gas exploration and production arm, and Eurosolare is its
solar PV manufacturing company. Investments in Eurosolare were 0.04% of those in
hydrocarbons (see below).

Climate Change: in a letter to Greenpeace81 ENI stated that it accepts the outcomes of
the IPCC and does not oppose the idea of environmental taxes (eg carbon taxes). It
believes the European Union’s agreements under the
Kyoto Protocol are feasible82 .

The company has abandoned coal production and
believes that its contribution to reducing the greenhouse
effect is to go on with its expansionist gas policy. However despite heavy investment in
gas, and a dominant position in the Italian gas market, oil accounts for around 60% or
more of its production83.

Oil and gas investment: in 1997 technical investments in oil and gas rose to 8,000 billion
lira ($4.5 billion84 ), as against 7,300 billion ($4.1billion85) in 1996.Exploration costs rose
26% in 1997 compared to 1996.

ENI’s Environmental Report from 1997 states that in the 1997-2000 period,it will invest
18,000 billion lira ($10.9 billion) to increase its upstream activities – oil and gas
production with new projects outside Italy to consolidate its market position. ENI also
has major plans to expand onshore oil production in Italy in the Val d’Agri producing area
and Tempa Rossa.
In an interview in Petroleum Intelligence Weekly, ENI director Franco Bernabe reinforced

81. Letter to Greenpeace, May 14th,1998.
82. Stated by representative of ENI at a conference on climate change organised by the School of Advanced International
Studies, John Hopkins University, Bologne, March 16,1998.
83. Petroleum Intelligence Weekly,‘Ranking the World’s Top Oil Companies’,1997 Edition.Using 1995 figures this puts  oil
output compared to oil and gas together at 60.3%.Petroleum Intelligence Weekly, 16 February 1998,“Gazprom Deal Pulls
Threads Together for ENI” put oil at ‘over 60%’ of ENI’s production in 1996.
84. at mid June 1998 exchange rates
85. at mid June 1998 exchange rates
86. Petroleum Intelligence Weekly, 16 February 1998  (Vol XXXVII No.7) “ENI’s Bernabe Tours the Global Oil Horizon”
interview with Franco Bernabe, head of ENI.
* Trademark of AgipPetroli and the ENI Group.

*
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the point that in 2005 the company would be more ‘upstream-orientated’ and ‘much
more international’. Anticipating that there will be increasing competition between
companies to expand their reserve base to prepare for a future where new reserves
become increasingly scarce86 .
Bernabe puts particular emphasis on exploration:“Exploration is very important. We are
involved in areas where exploration is giving positive and important results: the Gulf of
Guinea, Angola, Congo, Nigeria and perhaps Gabon. Then there’s the development of
oilfields in Russia or the former Soviet Union that have already been discovered.These
two will add to our reserve base in the next few years.”

ENI’s 1997 Annual Report is explicit: it is working to a growth strategy to “significantly
increase ENI’s production and reserves.” It further highlights “The 40% increase in
investments [in exploration and production in 1997] falls within the strategic objective
of increasing reserves and production while reducing time to market.” 87

It highlights the 206% production replacement – in other words a large expansion of its
reserves base.

Renewables: ENI owns Eurosolare, which,in 1996, rated 10th in a line up of the world’s
main solar manufacturers for shipments of solar products88 . ENI states that renewables
are important strategic targets for the long term and that it foresees increasing that
sector, although no dates, timeframes or magnitude of expansion are mentioned.

However a ratio of 1997 investments related to hydrocarbons (oil and gas) – 3,116 billion
lire – compared to investments made by Eurosolare is close to 1:2,400 89 , so for every
1,000 lire spent on solar PV, close to 2.4 million is spent on hydrocarbons. Put another
way investments in Eurosolare are only 0.04% of those made exploring and developing
ENI’s hydrocarbon business. Note that this figure does not include exploration costs in
1997 which amounted to 1,380 billion lire ($780 million).

Lobby Groups:Agip (UK) is a member of UKOOA.

87. ENI Annual Report 1997, section ‘Profile of the Year’ and ‘Exploration and Production’. In 1997 ENI highlights
agreements for oil and gas exploration and production with governments and companies in Azerbijan,Croatia,China and
Russia.
88. Greenpeace International Briefing,‘Oil and Solar’,January 1998,page 2.
89. In 1997 investments in Eurosolare were 1.3 billion lire;in its 1997 Annual Report ‘Development and other investments’
in oil and gas exploration and production were given as 3,116 billion lire (or $1,762 million).
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OMV

OMV is 33% owned by the Austrian government, with Prime Minister Klima having a
former career in OMV.

Climate Change: OMV stood out in marked contrast to the US oil lobby pre-Kyoto and
supported the EU negotiating position for a 15% cut in greenhouse gases by 2010.

“OMV carefully monitors the scientific discussion of the natural and anthropological
influences on the world's climate. However OMV is not in a position to assess the often
controversial statements of the climate researchers. Doubtless the IPCC report is a
substantial work in the context of the discussions about the climate, but as far as OMV
is concerned, the political measures taken with regard to the climate at international,
national and regional levels are just as important.

“As we have been able to demonstrate, preventative measures aimed at protecting the
climate are an integral part of our comprehensive environmental policy.

“We agree with you  that a shift of industrial production to countries with low energy
efficiency and high CO2 intensity must be avoided. As an important European industrial
enterprise we support the common aim proposed by the EU for a reduction in
greenhouse gases and binding worldwide regulations to protect the climate.”90

Oil and gas investment: “For an internationally active, integrated oil and natural gas
concern such as OMV, the upstream trade is essential for the
maintenance of productivity and the securing of the downstream
trade. On the basis of existing market shares, the quantitative weight
of OMV’s exploration and production (E&P) sector is less than 40%
of the level of the large oil concerns and the integrated European oil
companies, OMV’s own oil share is slight.

“A strengthening of the company’s oil basis by means of a balanced
E&P portfolio abroad is an elementary part of the OMV strategy because of falling
domestic production. Calling a halt to E&P activities is therefore not an option.” 91

Renewables: small investment (less than 5%) in a 3MW wind park in Austria.

Anti-climate Lobby Groups: in Austria OMV is a member of industry lobby groups the
“Verband der Erdölindustrie Österreichs” and “Die Industriellenvereinigung” which were
very active during the post-Kyoto ‘burden sharing’ negotiations (the EU agreement on
how it will divide up its greenhouse gas reductions) where Austria had the largest
reduction in its original share agreed before Kyoto.

90. Letter to Greenpeace in Austria,12 September 1997,signed by the Director of Communications and the Director of
Exploration and Production,OMV.
91. ibid 90.
* Trademark of OMV Aktiengesellschaft.

*
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PETROFINA

Climate Change: from 1997 Annual Report:“At a time when mankind worries about the
prospect of climate change and questions the impact of fossil fuels on the greenhouse
gas effect, society expects the oil industry to adopt an anticipatory and cautionary
approach, one based on continuing progress to reduce energy consumption, develop
more economical and environmentally friendly technologies and improve the quality of
its products.

“This approach inspires Petrofina’s research activities, where the development of
technologies and products to optimize the petroleum chain are fostered by

regular and multi-disciplinary contacts with universities.”92

On Kyoto: an internal note from one part of Petrofina in December 1997
states:“The Petrofina group has not taken an official position on greenhouse
gases (CO2) at the
occasion of the Kyoto conference. It will conform with market and
authorities’ rules.” However the note goes on to express  the regret that no
official position was taken by PetroFina on such a fundamental problem which

may have a direct influence for an integrated company such as PetroFina and
also on its investment and staff policy.

Oil and gas investment: “Hydrocarbons will retain their dominant position in the
world's energy supply, due to their availability, ease of transport and the power of
conversion plants.The quality and efficiency of research,extended to new territories,will
respond to the growth in demand.”93

From a presentation to the 1998 General Meeting of Shareholders:“focusing our explo-
ration activities on large basins where our presence can be significant” – this is top of a
list of ‘five strategic axes’ for Petrofina.

It intends to invest 47 billion BEF ($1.3 billion94) in 1998, 42% on exploration and
production.

“Petrofina’s exploration activity runs from North America, with increased activity in
Alaska,Gulf of Mexico and Canada...to the North Sea and its Atlantic margin, to Italy, to
the West African coast....with a risky but very interesting prospect offshore Falklands...”

"In Alaska,our exploration acreage was considerably enlarged in 1997 and we now hold
some forty exploration licenses.The development of the Badami discovery is underway
and we are currently appraising two further discoveries – Liberty and Sandpiper.”

“Exploration in this region [Europe] of the world is moving towards the Atlantic Margin
where we have acquired significant  interests in high potential Blocks 21 and 30.”95

Renewables: no research or commercial investment in renewable energy

Anti-climate Lobby Groups: American Petroleum Institute.

92. Petrofina 1997 Annual Report,May 1998.
93. ibid 92.
94. at mid June 1998 exchange rates
95. Speech by Francois Cornelis,CEO, Petrofina at the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders 8 May, 1998,Brussels.
* Trademark of the PetroFina Group.

*
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ST AT OIL

Statoil is 100% owned by the Norwegian government; also manages the government’s
State Direct Financial Interest (SDFI) tagged to oil and gas licensing and development.

Norway is the fifth largest oil producer and the second largest oil exporter in the
world 96 , with Statoil as its major oil and gas company. In 1995 Statoil had the largest oil
reserves and the third largest gas reserves in Europe 97 .

Climate change: No specific statements about climate change, however it is quoted in
Lloyd's List saying “We support the principle (of CO2 reductions) but we have said
nothing about the numbers.” 98

In response to Gre e n p e a c e ’s campaign last year Statoil Director for Information said:
“ We cannot work enough with our relationship to our
s u rro u n d i n g s . We see that there are powers who challenge
our ve ry existence.G reenpeace in England has demanded that
all exploration for oil and gas should stop. It is still a question
for us: h ow strong is Greenpeace? T h ey won the struggle
against the wo r l d ’s largest industrial association Shell, but have not managed to stop
N o r wegian whaling.” 9 9

Statoil adve rtises publicly that it has committed to cutting its pro d u c t i o n - re l a t e d
emissions by 30% over 3 ye a r s , stating “that’ll cost us money, but we ’re pre p a red to
m a ke the investment to help limit climate change.” It omits to mention the emissions
which result from burning its pro d u c t s .

Statoil adve rtises publicly that it has committed to cutting its pro d u c t i o n - re l a t e d
emissions by 30% over 3 ye a r s , stating “that’ll cost us money, but we ’re pre p a red to
m a ke the investment to help limit climate change”. It omits to mention the emissions
which will result from burning its pro d u c t s .

Oil and gas investment: over $2 billion was spend on oil and gas exploration and
production in 1997 and the estimate for 1998 is for over $2.5 billion 100 .

Renewables: Statoil made a 3 million Nkr ($405,405) investment into Biovarme, a bioheat
company in 1997, and started “Three steps ahead for environmentally sound energy”
which maps out investment possibilities in renewable energy. Statoil has no further plans
for ‘significant’ investment in renewable energy at this point in time, according to
Managing Director Harald Norvik.101 Although in a meeting with Greenpeace in April
1998, it was stated clearly that “Renewable energy is not our business”102 .

Lobby Groups: Statoil UK is a member of UKOOA.

96. Kvadsheim E,Fjellsa O,Matthiesen E K (Norwegian Petroleum Directorate),“Norway Rising to the Challenge”,‘World
Energy Yearbook 1998’, Petroleum Economist,January 1998.
97. Petroleum Intelligence Weekly, ‘Ranking the World’s Top Oil Companies’,1997 Edition.
98. Lloyd’s List – Energy Day “OMV Accepts Greenhouse Gas Plan”,27 October, 1997.
99. Statoil’s Director for Information, John Ove Lindoe, quoted in article “When business becomes politics”, Aftenposten
(Norwegian daily newspaper),December 20,1997.
100. Salomon Smith Barney, ‘Worldwide Oil and Gas Exploration – Industry Report’,January 1998.
101. Greenpeace correspondence with Statoil over its renewable investments,28 April 1998.And statement made by
Statoil Managing Director Harald Norvik at its Environmental Forum,24 April 1998.
102. Stated at a meeting with Greenpeace in the UK by Arve Thorvik,Statoil’s Director of Health and Environmental
Safety, 29 April 1998.
* Trademark of Statoil (Den norske stats oljeselskap a.s.)

*
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I . OIL COMPANY MEMBERSHIP OF CORPORATE LOBBY GRO U P S

9

Amoco

Ashland Inc

Atlantic Richfield Company (ARCO)

Baker Hughes Inc

British Petroleum

Chevron Corporation

CITGO Petroleum Corporation

Coggins Systems Inc

Conoco (subsidiary of DuPont)

Cooper Cameron Corporation

Dow Chemical Company

Elf Aquitaine

Ethyl Corporation

Exxon

Fina (Petrofina)

Global Marine Inc

Halliburton Company

Hunting Petro Tube

J M Huber Corporation

Louisiana Land & Exploration

Lubrizol Corporation

Mapco Petroleum Inc

Marathon Oil Company

Mobil

Murphy Oil Corporation

National Oilwell

Occidental Petroleum Corporation

Parker Drilling Company

Pennzoil

Phillips Petroleum

Plantation Pipe Line Company

Schlumberger

Shell Oil

Sperry-Sun Drilling Services

Texaco

Valvoline

Williams Companies

Wolverine Pipeline Company

Oil company direct membership 

of the Global Climate Coalition:

Atlantic Richfield

Chevron

Exxon

Mobil

Texaco

BHP

Union Pacific

The ‘Big Three’ US car companies 

Chrysler

Ford

General Motors  

Mobil and Ford; Amoco and General Motors have announced 

joint research projects on ‘new’ fuels in 1998.

AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE 

API is a member of the Global Climate Coalition and is,together with GCC, a sponsor of advertising  against US ratification of the Kyoto

climate treaty. [Reference www.api.org/links/apicos; February 12,1998]

GLOBAL CLIMATE COALITION
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Board of Directors (June 1998) Executive Committee 

includes representatives from:

BP Exploration Alaska

National Bank of Alaska

Arctic Slope Regional Corporation

Alaska AFL-CIO (major U.S.union umbrella group)

Alaska Trucking Association

Udelhoven Oilfield System Services

Mayor of Kodak Island Borough

Bradley/Reid Communications

Era Aviation

Yukon Pacific Corporation

DRVan Corporation

Directors include representatives from:

Alaska Oil and Gas Association

UNOCAL Alaska

Alyeska Pipeline Service Co

Alaska State Legislature staff

Patton Boggs LLP

Agip (UK) 

Amerada Hess 

Amoco (UK) Exploration Company

ARCO British 

BG Exploration and Production

BHP Petroleum

BP Exploration Operating Company

CalEnergy Gas (UK) 

Chevron UK 

CLYDE EXPRO

Conoco (UK) 

Deminex UK Oil and Gas 

DNO Heather 

Elf Exploration 

Enterprise Oil 

Esso Exploration  & Production

Fina Exploration

Hydrocarbon Resources

Kerr-McGee Oil

LASMO North Sea

Marathon Oil

Mobil North Sea

Murphy Petroleum

Oryx UK Energy Company

Phillips Petroleum Co (UK)

Premier Oil

Ranger Oil (UK)

Shell UK Exploration and Production

Statoil (UK)

Talisman Energy (UK)

Texaco North Sea UK

Total Oil Marine

Union Texas Petroleum

Wintershall

UK OFFSHORE OPERA TORS ASSOCIATION

ARCTIC POWER 

Alaska-based oil-lead organisation lobbying legislation for to allow the opening up of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) to oil and

gas exploration and production.Arctic Power’s second quarter 1998 newsletter states that the group receives funding from Alaska State

Legislature and Governor Knowles in early 1997 for its ‘educational’ work.This includes lobbying Federal government in Washington.
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II  MAIN ELEMENTS OF THE KYOTO PROTO C O L

The Protocol – a legal mechanism for doing the work of the

C o nvention – was adopted on December 11, 1997 in Kyo t o, J ap a n

at the third ministerial level ‘ C o n fe rence of the Parties’ to the

FCCC (COP3).

Industrialised nations agreed  on legally binding targets to re d u c e

a ‘ b a s ket’ of greenhouse gases collective ly by at least 5% below

1990 levels (for the main greenhouse gases) within a five ye a r

period 2008-2012. The gases cove red are CO2, C H4, N20 ,H F C s ,

P F C s , S F6. The 1992 Framework Conve n t i o n , in contrast,

contained only a vo l u n t a ry commitment for industrialised

countries to stabilize CO2 and other greenhouse gases at 1990

l evels by the year 2000. The increase of CO2 is responsible fo r

a round 70% of the increase warming effect of greenhouse gases.

Industrialised nations have a g r eed diff e rentiated legally

binding targ e t s :

£ -8% for the EU plus Switzerland, Liechtenstein and Monaco,

B u l g a r i a , Czech Republic, E s t o n i a , L a t v i a , L i t h u a n i a , Romania and

S l ove n i a

£ -7% for the United States

£ -6% for Jap a n ,C a n a d a ,H u n g a ry and Po l a n d

£ -5% for Cro a t i a

£ 0% for Russia, Ukraine and New Zealand

£ +1 % for Norway

£ +8% for A u s t r a l i a

£ +10% for Iceland

The agreement opened for government signature on March 16,

1 9 9 8 , for one ye a r. In order to officially “enter into fo rce” 55

countries must ratify the Kyoto Pro t o c o l , re p resenting at least

55% of industrialised-nation emissions of carbon dioxide in 1990.

This double ‘trigger’ all but gives the  United States veto power as

it was responsible for 35% of industrialised emissions in 1990.

T h e re are no binding policies and measure s , within the pro t o c o l ,

although the agreement contains acknowledgment from the

p a rties on the importance of re n ewable energy, e n e r gy efficiency

and re m oval of market imperfections (eg subsidies) amongst

other things.

A range of so-called “flexibility mechanisms” are built into the

P ro t o c o l .All of these we re to a varying degree controve r s i a l ,w i t h

the capacity to create ‘loopholes’ where by emissions actually rise.

The details of their implementation remain to be

n e go t i a t e d :

£ G reenhouse gas emissions trading between industrialised

n a t i o n s .This must be “supplemental” to domestic action, a l t h o u g h

what this means in practice has not been wo r ked out;

£ Joint implementation of emissions reductions betwe e n

industrialised countries.

£ “Clean development mechanism” a means where by industrial

nations can enter into projects for reducing emissions with deve -

loping countries and get credits for doing so.

The Protocol also allows the use fo re s t ry “carbon sinks”

established after 1990 is of particular concern to Gre e n p e a c e.T h e

use of sinks is one of the more controversial parts of the Pro t o c o l

due to large uncertainties of measuring carbon absorption in

fo rests and the enduring possibility that the stored carbon will be

re-emitted at a future date, due to the impact of climate change

itself eg exacerbated risk of  fo rest fire.

The flexibility mechanisms are the most controversial areas to be

n e gotiated in the lead up to the fo u rth Ministerial meeting

(COP4) in Buenos A i re s , N ove m b e r, 1 9 9 8 . The oil industry and

other business lobby groups are active in this debate and are

p aying close attention to the detail of  nego t i a t i o n s .

THE KY OTO PR OTOCOL TO THE UN FRAMEWORK CONVENTION ON CLIMATE CHANGE
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IV COMPANIES INVO LVED IN A LEGAL CONSORTIUM OPPOSING

G R E E N P E ACE UK, 1 9 9 7

III  COMPANIES INVO LVED IN UK WATERS OF ATLANTIC FRO N T I E R

COMPANIES WITH LICENSES IN THE UK 17 TH ROUND

Operators Co-applicants 

Murphy Petroleum Enterprise Oil DSM Energy Korea Petroleum Development Corp.

Statoil Phillips Petroleum Co Wintershall Union Texas Petroleum

Amerada Hess AGIP Saga Petroleum Pan Canadian North Sea

ARCO Conoco Rigel Petroleum OMV

British Gas Elf Andarko North Sea Company Petrobras

FINA Mobil Total Oil Marine plc Ranger Oil

Texaco Shell British Borneo Oil and Gas National Power

Marathon LASMO BP Exploration

The oil companies’ lawyer represented 14 companies,however, the

Atlantic Frontier tranches are awarded to operators with other

companies acting as “co-applicants”.These co-applicants are being

explicitly represented in the court leading to a total of 30 companies

involved in the legal action.

1. AGIP 8. Marathon

2. ELF 9. ARCO

3. Shell 10. Fina

4. Mobil 11. Amerada Hess

5. Enterprise 12. BG Exploration

6. Conoco 13. Statoil

7. Texaco 14 Phillips

Co-applicants:

Rigel Petroleum

Anadarko North Sea Company

Saga Petroleum

Total

British Borneo Oil & Gas Ltd,

Lasmo (ULX) Ltd

Murphy (a co-operator as opposed to co-applicant)

Korea Petroleum

Union Texas Petroleum

Pan Canadian North Sea Ltd

OMV (UK) Ltd

Petrobras UK Ltd

Ranger Oil (UK) Ltd

Esso

National Power plc

BP
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V  CO2 EMISSIONS FROM THE BURNING OF FOSSIL FUELS PRO D U C E D

BY OIL MAJORS 

SHELL 680.01 134.64 (493.7) CANADA (470.8)

EXXON 570.84 108.27 (397.0) UKRAINE (430.6)

FRANCE (362.0)

MEXICO (327.6)

ARCO 327.96 68.95 (252.8) BRAZIL (287.5)

AUSTRALIA (286.0)

SPAIN (247.0)

MOBIL 284.81 55.75 (204.4) SAUDI ARABIA  (227.1)

BP 269.72 52.56 (192.7)

CHEVRON 256.76 51.15 (187.6)

AMOCO 243.17 48.29 (177.1) NETHERLANDS (178.8)

TURKEY (160.5)

TEXACO 198.40 39.73 (145.7) THAILAND (155.5)

ARGENTINA      (128.3)

Total Carbon 

Emissions,199 2 -1996 

(million metric 

tonnes carbon)

1995 Carbon Emissions,

million metric 

tonnes of carbon

(mmt CO 2)

Comparison with 1995

country emissions of

CO 2 from fossil fuel

combustion

The calculations also take into account the flaring of methane

and the non-fuel uses of oil pro d u c t s .The production figures fo r

o i l , gas and coal we re taken from company annual re p o rt s .

Average annual global carbon emissions we re 6.1 Gtonnes

(billion metric tonnes) between 1992 and 1996. The initial

calculations we re commissioned by Greenpeace International

f rom Research Scholar Rick Heede, based in Colorado.

C o u n t ry CO2 f i g u res are published by the IEA and are based on

fuel combustion only, calculated using the IEA’s energy balances

and the Revised 1996 IPCC guidelines 1 0 3 . World emissions of

C O2 for 1995 are given as: 2 2 , 039 million tonnes; OCED as 11,

091 million tonnes CO2.

103. ibid 5

Comparison of CO 2 emissions from the burning of fossil fuels by oil majors with country emissions from fossil fuel

combustion (1995,million metric tonnes of CO 2 ).

Shell 493.7

Mexico 327.6

Saudi Arabia 227.1

Amoco 177.1

Canada 470.8

Brazil 287.5

Mobil 204.4

Turkey 160.5

Ukraine 430.6

Australia 286.0

BP 192.7

Thailand 155.5

Exxon 397.0

ARCO 252.8

Chevron 187.6

Te xaco 145.7

France 362.0

Spain 247.0

Netherlands 178.8

Argentina 128.3
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